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Volume CXJJ, Issue 5
NPR's Susan Stamberg considers ill
CURTIS GORE
ERIC CHAMFUN :"'
The third of Woostcr's Forma
series took place onThursday night
Susan Stamberg spoke on Talking
to Strangers. .
Stamberg focus in the' forma
was on her experiences in journal-
ism as an interviewer and the way
she goes about conducting an inter-
view.Stamberg was the firstwoman
to anchor a national nightly news
program. She was the co-ho-st of
NPR's nightly award winning broad-
cast show "All Things Considered"
for 14 years. ;.
"Listen to what the people are
saying to you." said Stamberg.,
TCeepyoiir curiosity nxorrunning.
Trust yourinstmcts.Theresalways
more to know. People will never tell
you everything, and people will not
always tell the troth." ,.
She cited as an example an inter-
view with Colin Powell by her col-
league Linda Wartheimer. ...
The first step in that interview.
.
she said was readPowell! book
and broaden her general base of.
knowledge on ber subject When
preparing for an interview, she goes
in with assumptions, not biases."1
always gomwith assumptions.''$he
said. 1 always go in with some
point I waM to know about some
take on this person. But I always
1
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Author and radio Interviewer Susan Stamberg
have to be ready to abandon it. A
reporter always tries to get a scoop ;
or something news making that the ,
person has never said before." .
Stamberg praised Wartheimer's .
.ability in the interview to ask per-son- al
questions of a different vari-
ety. "Sometimes," said Stamberg,'
"in certain instances in an inter-
view you have to tiptoe through
minefields.". - r.-- y ' -- :J
- Sheprepared foran interview with
photographer Richard Avedon by
fimlookmgthroughhisbook,read- -
-
-
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-
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NEWSSERVICES
ins about bim, and listening to past
interviews. During her interview,
sheaskedhimaboutoneofhisquotes
from a previous interview, during
which he'd stated that a photo ses--.
--sk involved"unearried intimacy."
Avedon said mat in the course ofan
interview lies are more interesting
than truth which bores. Healsonoted
that an interview is also "unearned
intimacy."
Stamberg said mat interviewing
please see FORUM, page 3
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SGA Holds Funding
AARON RUPERT
TheSGAlieldtheirFund1ngineet-in- g
on Wednesday in Scoval 105.
-- The meeting, which happens every
semester, determines how SGA will
'appropriate money to campus orga-
nizations. $9,41150 was appropri-
ated to various student groups. The
senators and many group represen-
tatives sat through the meeting,
which lasted from 7 P.M. to almost
11. .
'
Work on funding lias been going
on for a few weeks now, as the
Treasurer, Susie Kuschnir, and the
Financial Appropriation committee
have been reviewing applications
enTrTT'xrT,c
FACULTY'S
FAV FAB FIVE- -
FOMENT
x i i. FRENZY c ,
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StudentReps Selected
AARON RUPERT .
Seniors Jamie Christensen and
And? Reinhart have been selected
out of the pool of 19 applicants and
nominations tobe on the new Presi-
dential Search committee. The full
committee is now set and will begin
meeting in the near future.
Dean Kenneth Plusquellec made
the decision on Friday after consult-
ing with the SGA Cabinet, Accord-
ing to Plusquellec, the SGA Cabi--.
net,"went through the list (ofcandi-- "
dates) on Thursday night."
Plusquellec stated that SGA was
helpful because, "they knew most
of the people (on the list), and they
gave me feedback on the individu-als- ."
'-
- "There were a lotofstrong people
on the list," said Plusquellec of the
candidates "and it was not an easy
decision." When asked what stood
out in Christensen and Reinhart,
Plusquellec stated that they had "a
good understanding of the College
and how it works, a broad involve-
ment, high levels of self-confiden- ce
and proven leadership experience."
Plusquellec also stated that, "they
are two articulate people who will
be able to function well within that
committee." . ,
On Friday, Plusquellec sent his
recommendations, Christensen and
Reinhart, to Jack Dowd, trustee and
chairofthe Presidential Search com-
mittee. Monday night Christensen
for funding and preparing recom-
mendations to the Senate. Members
of the Senate received confidential
packets of funding request, a list of
what each organization wanted and
what FAC proposed for them, a few
days before the meeting. Those rec-ommendat- ions
form the basis of the
' Senate's decision-makin- g during the
funding meeting.
Before and during the meeting,
the FAC stated some of their guide-
lines for their recommendations.
Gayan Bandara, Senator and mem-
ber of the FAC, stated that the FAC
wanted to "place emphasis on edu-
cational events., .and cut back on
events solely for entertainment"
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was informed, and Reinhart was
readied Tuesday morning.
Christensen is from Minnesota
Resident Assistant and the general
manager of WCWS this year.
Reinhart is the chair of J-Bo- ard,
also a Resident Assistant, and is
involved with Greek life on campus
as a member of the Pi Kappa.
"Taking this on I'm cutting back
on a lot of other activities," said
Christensen when asked if his ac-
tivities would interfere with is duty
on the Committee. "We're both go-
ing to give 100 to this " he contin-
ued.
'
-
T have been a very buy person in
the past," said Reinhart about the
amount of time she can commit to
the search, "but this year my activi-
ties are a lot less."
Both students were very happy
with the change in the application
process. Reinhart believed the pro-
cess was good, "because people
could give their own reasons for
being on there (on the committee)."
Christensen believed that,"itwas
the most appropriate, expedient way
of choosing two students."
Both studentsdidnotwant tocom-
ment on what they though were the
most important qualifications for a
presidential candidate. Reinhart
stated that she did not want to com-
ment until she had received more
student input.
please see SEARCH, page 2
Meeting
Matt Queen, also on the FAC,
also stated that due to the "low turn-
out," at Scot Spirit Day this year,
they want to help organizations draw
in new members. FAC put a $35 cap
on publicity.
The meeting began slowly, with
confusion over the rules and proce-
dures. During the first item of con-
sideration, the Aerobics club. Sena-
tor Andrew Weaver called an infor-
mal session (a relaxing of the rules
oforder) to "explain the rules."Presi-de-nt
Durham and Weaver then in-
formed the Senate of the procedures
of the funding meeting.
please see FUNDING, page 2
Viewpoints
ROBIN OSWALD
EXAMINES THE
PERILS OF SURFING
THE NET -
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NewsBriefs
CAMPUS
SEARCH COMMITTEE: The entire Presidential Search committee is ts
follows: Trustees Edward J. Andrew of Orland Park, m Marjorie M.
Carbon of Cleveland; John Compton
Centerport. NY; Steven Minterof Cleveland; RobmTlgnor of Princeton
NJ; and James Wilson of Ogden,Utah.
(German); Joanne Frye (English. Women's Studies); Henry Kreuzman
(Philosophy); and Arnold Lewis (Art). Student members are seniors Jamie
Chmtfrem ad Arwti Riinhart The
bers are Pam Allison, office manager
Gary Thompson, Director of Human
NATIONAL
WASHINGTON: The Congressional
cans could reach their goal of saving $270 billion m Medicare over seven
years but at the price of cutting payments to doctors and raising the
premiums of beneficiaries.
WASHINGTON: The CLA. will dismiss, demote or discipline a dozen
officers for shielding suspect agents and stifling reports of human rights
abuses in Guatemala, officials said. The CLA. had previously gone togreat
lengths to protect many Guatemalan military officers on its payroll from
reports mat they were involved in human-righ- ts abuses in some cases
suppressing its own reports.
LOS ANGELES: Scientists have discovered what they consider to be the
gene in the AIDS virus that might be a cell killer. They say that this might
lead to the development of new and effective drugs for curing AIDS. The
next step is figuring out bow the Vpr gene, as it is known, prevents the
disease-fightin-g cells from dividing.
CAPE CANAVERAL: One of the longest space shuttle missions, a 16-d- ay
flight to conduct research in various areas of physics win get under way on
Thursday. The space shuttle Columbia with acrewofseven is scheduled for
launching at 935 A--M,
INTERNATIONAL
CHINA: China told the United States that it has carjceled its contract to sell
two nuclear power reactors to Iran, but it declined an invitation from
President Clinton for President Jiang Zenun to corne lop Washington next
month.
BOSNIA: NATO diplomats said a committee was making progicsa on
resolving the issue of how countries from outside the alliance could take
part in any military operation to enforce a peace settlement in Bosnia. The
United States could be sending up to 25,000 troops to defend a Bosnian
peace settlement.'
News briefs compiled by DINKY GHOSH with information from The
NewYorkTunu and NEWS SERVICES
Search Committee
continued from page 1
Christen sea was involved with the
recent petition drive which sent a
petition stating student concerns
about the process. One of the sug-
gestions given in the petition is that
the student representatives on die
committer meet witnsOideotstohcar
their views. Both members hope to
engage in such action. Cbristenscn
described his role as a "student liai--
T would hope that this (a student
forum) is something that Presiden-
tial search committee would "want
as to do," said Remhart, contmuing
along those lines.
Both the students andPlffignrllcc
believed that the fact that both the
are seniors would not be a problem.
Plosquellec staled that. These two
folks have broad experience with
of Nashville; JenoldK.FootIick of
Faculty members are Richard Figge
hnnrry and administrative staff mcm--
for the College s Physical plant, and
Resources.
Budget Office said Senate Republi- -'
the college, and in interviewing po-tent- ial
presidential candidalss. that
is an important quality."
Remhart said she had "a deep in-
terest in this college." and she cited
the fact that she has a younger sister
who win be here after she is gone,
"I don't think as a senior I have
less interests said Chrisaaisen, sug-
gesting mat s might make hits more
attached to the college." ;
When asked what would happen
if the search dragged past gradua-
tion, Plusquellec stated that would
be "unlikely to happen."
The members of the comrnirtoe at
Wooster. Le. the faculty, admmit-ttatr- vc
and hourly staff, and student
members. wfl be meeting on Mon-
day towork on scheduling forfuture
meetings.
--
- J .
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CopelandlS Fund
NICOLE COWARD ,
"Thisbanktwaytocccunento-rat-e
Henry Copeland's presidency,
since he's done so much for this
college," said Vice President for
Academic Affairs Hayden Schilling
arxwtrJnxently established Henry
J. Copeland Independent S tudy
Fund. Announced Sept 22. this fund
raised by the Board ofTrustees will
be available to current seniors to
assist .their Independent Stody
projects. " '. ". V. - 1 :
, "Nothing was" as steadfast in
Cppslands presidency as his desire
.
to maintain the Independent Study
program."explained Schilling. "It's
wholly appropriate that, 18 years
later, the Trustees should choose to
honor his presidency in this way. '
Independent Study epitomizes what
the College lias stood for. for almost
30 years now." Schilling hopes that
Funding M
continued from page 1
"Not everyoneknew how the" pro-
cedure went." said Kuschnir. "We
wanted to have a workshop in par-
liamentary procedure," she contin-
ued, "but we've been so busy. Now
that funding is over, we can fit that
in."
The irnpressian I got." said HoTJy
Troche, itpi tentative of BioV:
ogy dub. who was present for the
first section of the meeting,is that
there was a lack of planning."
Senator Ryan Niemeyer stated that
he believe the Senate still must, "get
used to the rules and used to each
other." but he believed that this pro-
cess win happen with time.
A lot of us." said Senator Jim
Hicks, a freshman senator, "are not
used to this type of parliamentary
procedure."
"Hopefully, said Kuschnir when
asked about the next meeting. "I
will be better at the procedural
items."
"They seem to have little infor-
mation on the new dubs on cam-
pus." observe Scott Rose, represen-
tative from the Student Chapter of
Mathmatical Association, of
America, who sat through the ma-
jority of the ineeting due to the fact
that his dub's name starts with "s".
"One thing that was a disadvan-
tage for me," said Hicks, Ts that I
ofmany of the actrvt- -
: Senator Kassie Arnold, also a
freshman, stated that there-wa- s a
need for, "more fafbrmatioa about
nrjani miwi btttalSOadded,".if
anyone bad a question it was an-
swered last night." - .
Organizational problems also oc--
ktg. Around 930, there had to be a
roll call ofan the senators, to check
the wiinfrCsf prpaffttf yith tbc nooibcr
voting. This problem of not know-
ing how many people were there
students win see the new fond as a .
way to push their projects in new --
and creative ways."The Fund Com-
mittee," said Schilling, made up of
r
'Professors Richard Bromund .
(ChemistryX Peter Havholm (En-- '
glish).HcatherFitz Gibbon (Socio-
logyAnthropology), and Jack
Gallagher (Music), "have no pre-concei-ved
rations of what students
should do. Students should really
consider using these new funds hi
the broadest possible ways." Ex-
amples of ways that funds could be ;
used include travel to major librar-- .,
ies, art galleries, and museums; in-
terviews of important figures in the
student's study; development of re-
search tools such as questionnaires
or surveys; orregistraiionaiamajor
conference related to the student's
field, to name a few. .. ' A-- "
Past IS funds have been approxi-
mately orje-thir- d or one-quart- er of
eeting Talces Place
came up persistently during the
meeting..
In the later stages of the meeting,
the Senate increased its speed.While
. some organizations were approved
by the Senate fairly quickly, others
were debatedcn forquite sorne time.
Club Ultimate Frisbee was one that
ejneerfttrso
- Ultimaie'Fnsbee IrcqutSedaio'
from SGAto purchaseFrisbeeswith
a Wooster symbol on them, which
CUP. would then sell to support
their organization. Some senators ,
feared that there were no guarantees
that CUJ. would repay the loan,
and there was some discussion of
confiscating the Frisbees if SGA
was not repaid. Other senators did
not want to spend money on such
pursuits. "Our parents aren't paying
for Frisbees," said Senator Brian
MarmaL CALF, escaped funding
with their funding intact.
The College, of Wooster
Macintosh Users Group also had
problems getting the funds they re-
quested. (XWMUQ asked for SSOO
to purchase a computer, testing soft-- --
ware, setting up a site for free soft--,
the size of the new Copebnd fund.
"The end product is that the com-
mitteecan consider rewarding more
funds than in the past," said
Schilling."solreally encourage not
only current seniors working on IS.
but first--, second- -, and third-ye-ar
students to consider what having
these funds could mean to their
projects. We want to reach as broad
a taction ofstudents with thfireftfivi
as possible."
To apply for grant assistance, se-ni-ors
should firstdiscuss their needs
with their advisors, complete a
Copeland Fund Application, and ask
their advisors for a letter of support
tftheproposaLThe application must
include a proposal narrative, an item-
ized budget, and an advisor's sup-
porting statement. All applications
must be submitted by either the first
deadline. October 13. or the second
deadline. November 17.
ware, and setting up World Wide
Web homepages for interested stu-
dent parties. The representative for
COWMUG, Donncll Wyche, stated
during the meeting, "without this
computer, this organization cannot
and will not exist." The Senate fi-
nally passed a motion funding parts
oKXttKMUGfsprig
including rthe request' for a com-
puter, by a vote of 9 for, 7 against,
and 8 abstentions.
Other groups did not fare as wen
as COWMUG or SCMAA. Green
House and Delta Theta Psi had its
funds reduced to nothing. Delta
Theta Psi's request was' to fund a
rush, a move that many of the Sena-
tors though would set a dangerous
precedent. Green House's funding
request was for a joint project with
EGOS, and since the Senate had
already approved money for EGOS
for the same project. manySenators
believed that the funding was not
necessary.The project is a environ-ment- al
conference at the campus,
and much of the money was marked
for catering, a purpose many of the
senators did not approve.
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Lay Academy Lectures Commence
Professor ofReligion discusses Hebrew Scriptures
JAMES KOLLER
The 27th annual Lay Academy of
Religion kicked off its lecture series
on Wednesday with Professor Ah
Seng Choo of the Religious Studies
department His speech, entitled
"Metaphors of Forgiveness: To-
wards Healing ofthe Soul," focused
on the Hebrew Scriptures view of
healing an impure souL Choo tied
his presentation together with the
Hebrew word "shalom", which
means peace, wholesome and clean.
He compared the healing of the soul
to the healing of the mental and
physical bodies of a person. Ac-
cording to Choo, "When faced with
the prospect of death, people seek
help from physicians or from
clergy."
His argument revolved around
three major points: the concept of
forgiveness in the Hebrew Scrip-
tures, the biblical metaphors of for-
giveness that describe how God deals
with human beings and how these
metaphors help in healing the souL
Choo believes the Hebrew Scrip-
tures are divided into two periods,
the Genesis Period and the Moses
Period. In the Genesis Period Choo
stated that there existed a, "close
inter-relationsh- ip with the deity,"
where there was providence, moral-
ity and recompense: However.Chotr
continued, in the Moses Period,
"God is no longer in contact with
humans." In the Moses period, Choo
stated, God's actions become indi-
rect and informal.
Brazilian Land Reforms Addressed
Presbyterian mission workers discuss economic hardship
DIVYA THADARI
KATY GELD RICH
Two Presbyterian mission co-
workers Jose Gomes Dos Reis
(Zequinha) and Peter Kemmerle vis-
ited the College ofWooster on Mon-
day at Lean Lecture Hall Zequinha
was born and raised on plantations
in northeastern Brazil, and he came
to Wooster to speak about the Bra-
zilian farmers struggles with land
reform. Peter Kemmerle is a mis-
sion co-wor- ker who has spent the
past several yean working in Brazil
and Nicaragua. Zequinha spoke in
Portuguese and Mr. Kemmerle
served as translator.
The Peace Committee of the Pres-
byterian Church organized this visit
Professor Gordan Shull was their
host and General Coordinator of
Schedule. Professor Marty
Ramsburg, Professor Jeffrey Lands
and Professor Dijana Plestina from
the Political Science department at
the college played cn important role
in the organization of this event
Zequinha resides in the state of
Bahia in north east Brazil. Accord-
ing to him, the root cause of all the
conflicts in Latin America is the
Choo also linked the ancient ritual
of animal sacrificing to going to a
physician. Choo stated,"If you (an-tie- nt
Hebrews) ck something wrong,
you go to the temple and sacrifice an
animal...this is akin to as giving our
bodies to physicians." Delving into
the New Testament for a moment,
Choo said in reference to such ani-
mal sacrificing. "Jesus was pissed
off and proceeded tokickout money
collectors and those selling animals
for sacrifice."
The lecture was closed out with a
study ofPsalms. Choo believes that
they were divided into two major
categories, laments and thanksgiv-
ing. These "poles," as he referred to
them, dealt with the extremes of the
emotion in the psalms. The laments
Ah Seng Choo illustrates his point
concentration ofland in the hands of
a rich elite. Zequinha paintedableak
picture of the life of a peasant in
northern Brazil: Zequinha, his fa-
ther, and his grandparents were
brought up on the fazendas
ranches or plantations. The owners
of these fazendas are called
fazendieros. People who five and
work on the fazendas. bunn'town
the land are called agregados.
The agregados are like slaves.
They have an almost feudal rela-
tionship with the fazendieros. The
fazendieros pay next to nothing. The
families are large, and according to
Zequinha. it is difficult to make
ends meet. Zequinha has 17 chil-
dren, and he said that sometimes,
"they jus went hungry."
There is an opportunity foreduca-
tion, but it is almost never realized.
Zequinha had a total of 6 months of
formal education. His first 8 chil-
dren could only write their names.
Mr. Kemmerle said that there are
schools in the rural areas. "The poli-
ticians like to have schools built,
and have big celebrations to inaugu-
rate them," said Kemmerle, "but then
no teachers are brought in, so no
classes are held."
The Wooster Voice News
were feelings of hopelessness, pain
and misery. Conversely, psalms of
thanksgiving offerabridge toaclean
and wholesome souLProfessor Choo
is a graduate of Wooster, with a
Masters ofTheology from Harvard.
He is currently teaching a class in
Hebrew Prophets.
The Lay Academy Lecture Series
is probably the oldestLay Academy
in the country, according to 27 year
member Wes Sears. The Lay Acad-
emy was founded because, accord-
ing to Sears, "there was a need to
direct the lay back to the congrega-
tion and teach." There will be seven
more Lay Academy lectures this fall,
with the next being Oct4, when Dr.
Edward W. Peirce, DJvlin. win be
the speaker.
pUokT6DEmviJ
during Wednesday's lecture
The fazendiero takes care of the
agregados, according to Zequinha,
and protects them. This makes it
difficult for the agregados to orga-
nize any kind of opposition. The
fazendieros have all the power in the
society. They are the politicians, the
lawyers, the doctors, the mayors,
and the judges.
After Zequinha finished telling
his own story, he opened the floor
for questions from the audience.
After the Monday night presenta-
tion, there was a short reception
outside ofLean Lecture room. There
were ou opportunities forstudents
to meet and talk with Zequinha and
Mr. Kemmerle on Tuesday.
The presentation by Zequinha and
Mr. Kemmerle was part of one of
Professor Dijana Plestina's classes.
According to Professor Lantis,
"...this was a wonderful opportunity
for students to bear a first hand ac-
count fo what it really means to be a
poor person with no economic or
political power in an under devel-
oped country. There was nojargon,
no rhetoric or extremism in his
claims. His story was both inspirng
and very impressive."
Forum
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was her life. "Talking to strangers,
asking them questions, has been my
joyful impulse pretty much since I
was a child," said Stamberg.
Stamberg responded to another
reporter, Richard Reeves', theory
that he never asks a question in an
interview that he doesn't know the
answer to. She said, however, that is
not her style.
"What's the fun if you know all
the answers," said Stamberg, "then
why ask the questions?"
In a response to a question con-
cerning controversies that she has
created on the radio, Stamberg de-
scribed an instance when she cre-
ated controversy. "I was sitting in as
a substitute host for Scott Simon,"
told Stamberg, "...and I just said
Simon's not here, he's in Cleveland.
Then I said, 'No, he's not being
punished."
Stamberg was the first women to
anchor a nationwide nightly radio
news broadcast She faced enormous
opposition from the management at
her station. Managers feared that a
woman's voice was not authorita-
tive enough, and that she would not
J-Bo- ard in
MEGHAN FLAHERTY
Quietly, but importantly,
Wooster's Judicial Board has been
preparing to assume their duties on
campus. The Judicial Board is one
part of the judicial system at
Wooster, which addresses violations
of the Codes of Social Responsibil-
ity and Academic Integrity. The
Code of Academic Integrity pro-
vides definitions and operational
structures for the jurisdiction of aca-
demic honor and the College Code
of Social Responsibility does the
same thing for areas ofsocial honor.
The Judicial System is established
by Campus Council and consists of
numerous levels.
Training for J-Bo- ard consists of
going over J-Bo- ard procedures and
the Scot's Key, giving members and
hearing counselors an understand-
ing of both. In the later stages, train-
ing will consist of mock hearings
and presentations dealing with ra-
cial intolerance to hazing.
The Judicial Board consists ofboth
faculty and students. There are four
voting students and three alternates,
called members. These students are
selected by Campus Council, who
also selects two students to serve
one year terms in order to fill the
vacancies left by students spending
a semester off campus. The Faculty
Committee of Committees chooses
two faculty members to vote and
two alternates. The President picks
one voting member and two alter-
nates from the Administrative Staff.
In addition the Dean of Students
appoints a non voting secretary.
Page 3
be taken seriously, according to
Stamberg.
Her final thoughts were that un-
known people are often the best sub-
jects for interviews. A member of
the audience posed the question of
whether it is more interesting inter-
viewing someone who she is al-
ready familiar or a stranger.
"In many ways," said Stamberg,
"the people that you've never heard
of are often for me the most satisfy-
ing people to talk to."
Her final advice to students and
the audience was to find something
that they love to do and then figure
out a way to get paid for doing it
Freshman Megan Bentzel said that
she enjoyed the forum. "It was re-
ally interesting because it was
comfy," said Bentzel, "she really
came across as a storyteller."
Emily HendeL Freshman, said that
Stamberg had a good sense of hu-
mor throughout the forum. "I found
it interesting that she presented the
point of view of an interviewer,"
said Hendeh "on the radio, you re-
ally don't get that sense."
Kate Klonowski, also a freshman,
said that she though Starn burg knows
people in general, and used that
knowledge to speak in the forum. "I
think," said Klonowski, "that she
putvery eloquently into words many
aspects of human understanding."
Preparation
There is also a chairperson chosen;
this year Andi Reinhart '96 fills that
position. Finally, there are six non
voting students, called hearing coun-
selors, whose primary job will be
helping the accusedaccuser prepare
their cases. All terms will be for a
two year period, unless a member is
voted out by the board.
The judicial board is the third
level of the justice system at
Wooster. The first level being the
R.A. and the Director of the Resi-
dence HalL The second level is used
for more serious cases and it con-
sists of hearing officers who adjudi-
cate minor violations such as noise
and alcohol violations. The third
level is the judicial board. The board
involves itself in cases where there
is a violation of the Codes of Aca-
demic Integrity and Social Respon-
sibility, cases referred to the Col-
lege by the civil authority and cases
where the student admits hisher
guilt The final level is the Deans
Hearing Board. The Dean's Board
hears cases when the Judicial board
is not available.
The faculty members on the Judi-
cial Board are Dave Brown, Steve
Godek, Antje Hamisch and Mary
Young. Student Members of the Ju-
dicial Board are: members Brian
Henry, John McClaren, James
Morse, and Andi Reinhard, hearing
counselors Ayesha Bell, Brian
Friedman, Shafayet lam, Ateesh
Roye and Amanda Stanley, two-ye- ar
alternates Jane Dearwester,
Denise Drescher and Esteban Thur
DeKcos,or-yea- r alternates Rowell
Levy and Benjamin Wachs.
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Wooster Insight
Are Seniors the Best Choice?
Jack Dowd should be commended for allowing students to be involved
in the Presidential Search. Furthermore, Dean Plusquellec's entertaining
of an open application and nomination procedure is also laudable. But, are
two seniors the best choice for the overall benefit of the student body?
Seniors are overridden with commitments as they progress through their
last year of college life. IS requires such a large commitment of time that
the Registrar prohibits overloads without permission from the Dean of
Faculty. Job hunting, resume writing, and graduate school applications all
require an immense amount of time. Previous committments which may
have lent credence to any student's qualifications for the Presidential
Search Commitce could now pose conflict when fulfilling one's require-
ments as a member of that commitiee.
Undoubtably. Dean Plusquellec was looking for the best possible stu-
dents for the job when be chose Andi Reinhart and Jamie Christensen.
These students are known throughout the campus community as qualified
students that win be a beneficial part of the committee. However, their
notoriety through numerous involvements may prevent them from being
effective students and possibly effective members of a committee which
meets often and for extended lengths of time. These students must realize
the importance of their new commitment and recognize that they will not
be able to continue to carry on in their previous comm itments at the same
level of quality.
What's in a Deadline?
After much equivocation and several promises, the Flo K. Gault Library
for Independent Study has yet to be completed. Though progress continues,
the obvious signs ofconstruction leave no question as to whether we are to
have a new library, all ready to run, any time soon. The burning question:
not "why," for most of us are filled up to here with excuses, but "when?"
Library usage remains a throbbing pain. There is virtually no work space,
catalogue computers have disappeared from most floors, and treks to the
audiovisual department necessitate maneuvering through what might as
well be a war zone. The search for books, needless to say the primary issue
here, is beginning to seem like sifting through a musty used book store,
minus the character. Has anyone tried finding a P book recently? Further-
more, I.S. students still wait dumbfoundedly for the spanking new electro-
nically-equipped carrels they've been promised.
So, what's in a deadline? Initially, the building was supposed to have
been completed in August. After the apparently unavoidable and irrevers-
ible delays which occurred over a year ago, the opening date was reset for
late September or early October. That's now.
Given that the "opening" of the addition will have to be followed by a
significant amount ofshifting and renovations to the current space, it seems
that our hopes for a well-equippe- d, efficient library may we add, a vital
tool for our continued existence here as students will be a long time
coming. Bearing in mind the difficulties the administration must surely
face, and giving credit where it's due, it remains an intriguing thought as to
what might happen should we at the editorial board here treat our deadlines
with similar nonchalance. Perhaps an early spring bumper issue?
These views represent the majority views of the editorial
POSTMASTEJt: Saod
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Surfing the net is becoming the
next American pastime. The access
and information available is simply
mind-bogglmg.Unfortunately.s-
ome
have found it to be too mind-bogglin- g.
These people are proposing
censoring
Robin Oswald t h
- internetfrom
"distasteful and inappropriate' ma-
terial. The question is, distasteful
and inappropriate to whom?
What is censorship? Can a four-ye- ar
old really get on the net and
Find pornographic material with the
"dick of a button"? If so, I would
venture to say that would be one
smart four-ye- ar old. Despite the
relative ease in getting on-li- ne as
compared to the past, a certain
amount of practice and knowledge
is needed.
Finding pornographic material
on-li- ne is considerably more diffi-
cult to do than, say, turning on the
television set. Apparently the mate-
rial on the internet is much worse,
although I haven't been compelled
to search for it myself. During the
few on-li- ne journeys I have experi-
enced, I never found anything por-
nographic. The worst I experienced
was confusion. The "web" is an
Letters
ml V s
An Unintentional Error
The Student Activities Board would like to apologize for the showing of Das Boot on Sunday, September 24,
1995. Although we make every attempt to be sensitive to religious holidays when scheduling events, we
acknowledge that an oversight was made in regard to Rosh Hashana. We are most embarrassed by this inattention
to detail and hope that the community realizes that SAB did not program this film to offend any member of the
college community or the Jewish religion.
Further, we would like to thank those whocalled to express their frustration with this incident, . Wc do appreciate
your calling our attention to this matter. Please accept our sincerest apologies.
The Student Activities Board
The Perils of Surfing (the Net)
appropriate name.
Since on-li- ne pornography is a
lot harder to obtain than the readily
available violence and sex on televi-
sion, I really can't understand the
commotion. The government
shouldn't have to do parents' jobs.
Yet that is what it will do if censor-
ship on the internet becomes a real-
ity. Is this a practical solution?
Parental supervision is the only
censorship needed. Despite the ar-
gument that today's parents are usu-
ally working rather than staying
home with their children, this is no
excuse for a lack of supervision.
Parents should be responsible for
their children. It doesn't have to be
all that difficult, either. Installing a
password on a personal computer,
forexample, is an easy way to moni-
torwhat would children can get into.
It performs the same function as a
channel blocker for television.
Ideally, parents would watch
their children as they explore the net
and explain any objectionable ma-
terial. This teaches the child that
pornography is not acceptable, in-
stead of simply making it off limits.
Since only the child's parents know
what would be appropriate or not,
bow would the government choose
what to allow?
1 '. :
For starters, a standard ofwhat is
ami isn't permitted would haveto be
set. Where would the cut-o- ff be? If
the content on the net is limited to
material acceptable for a four-ye- ar
old, would anyone other than a four-ye- ar
old want to use the net? And
how would the government know
what material was acceptable for
the child and what wasn't?
Even if the government began
monitoring the internet, that would
not guarantee it would be free from
pornography. Is it worthwhile or
desirable to spend tax dollars on a
service that parents could provide
much more effectively? The
enormousity of the task is another
issue. Monitoring everything cur-
rently on the net could take months
and it can all change within minutes.
The internet is not in itself harm-
ful. Just like any other media source,
it can be misused. Rather than try-
ing to monitor the information dis-
tributed, it is much easier and more
effective to educate those who use
if. Censorship is not the solution
parental censorship is the only kind
necessary. The government should
not take the place of mom or dad
limiting what you can get into.
Robin Oswald is a columnist for
the Voice.
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was present at the time of Susanne Woods
concern," saving that the abortion could be
harmful to her beahh. LA cops have nasty
racist streaks: baevidencedearry shows thtt
they're not the only ones, la some parts of
MwMcmnntihddthtBidoa'tevca
call the police because (and this is dec- -'
aierjted)thepcarelikefytokia
steal near possessions.- - - There am serions '
yttf-- m hi thtt rfmewnicernnaiitv that the
Gross Domestic Product is n sufficient,"
eveadeceptrc,axScatorof ecorxxnkgr i;
--
-
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Rantor rants about problems Pardon My French
Ever catch yourself cnmphiiring about
something on this campus? I do all the time.
Yoa my have even heard mo complaining
ahoat something ob this campus. Truthfully,
I like the College of Wooster, bat there are
many parts of campus which could use some
improvement. Ia the next couple of weeks I ,
will profile some of the more annoying fea--
tores of our sea--
KeTinCHunt ag5;
, ... .
.
.......
.. which we can fix
them. We can actually do things about the
issues on campus that bug.us. wc just need 10
have creative ways to make our grievances
known. In a series of columns, I intend to --
draw your attention to some of the problems I ;
see here on campus. Working as a student :
body., which we rarely do-- we can fix 'em. ? ;
i The College ofWooster is a very beautiful,
place to live. Regardless of season, the cam-
pus remains an attractive backdrop to our J
academic arid social education. I will be sad
to leave, the campus when my time here is
over. The College uses images of the campus
on every piece ckteratureusends out; Kauke .
seems to be the most common of these. The,
little icon ofKauke is used as a symbol for the
College. (Look at your directory if yon need --
an example of the Kauke icon of which I
speak.) I think that Kauke is a very good
choice indeed, but not for the same reasonas
the Trustees.
This summer, I lived here in Wooster and
was not shown Kauke from the inside. I
walked past itwith my tourguideand was told,
that it was the centerof the academic commu-
nity. Hmnun..
You see, my friends, we have been duped.
Ifyon take the time to notice, you win see that
the icon of Kauke has four simple windows
located in the center, directly abovethearch.
If yon go to find the bottom two of those
windows, directly in the center ofKauke, yon
will find yourself in a bathroom. lathe
bathroom, your nose will pick up the same
pungent odors that I smelled tins summer
around the time the Resident thing was going
on, la short, at the center ofour College, and :
even at the center of the symbol our College
uses to recruit newus-e-s to go here, is a big
'pile of crap. The pile is well hidden beneath
,
a big beautiful exterior but once in awhile
vgetawhifTofsorriemirigthatwesboulto'V
and I have had a nose full for a utile too long.
Kauke haroetapbor for the College ofWooster
in this way. APretty package with sometimes
disappointing contents. The whiffs of crap
that I have been smelling are the issues mat I
.
will deal with in the coming weeks. : ... .
: The things which I will bring to you in this
column will be things that we as a campus
community (that sounds like the Scot's key-he- h
heh) can actually do something about if --
we want to. We students have an enormous '
amount ofpower here which we NEVER use.
Perhaps some of us win finally drag our lazy --
butts out from in front of the Sega and get
some things changed to make this College a
fed op witit thje Republkans and the Demo-
crats thjeyD probably love an eccentric party
-
I . ... --v -
.gooopn v!z2:fontaaaewpoEacalpBTty; Ynia ey cm
Idid. RostP'siiewparty.calle srvewmbeorfpeoiAtoccrnc.
the-IleperjdencePart-
y.-acorrf gfg?"?mhitrtttemto1oaePt' areat just fed op with the 2 major pames:
I was heading out of Lowry not too long
; ago, when this blur of a person emerged from
behind a tree, screaming excitedly, "Asian
person! Asian persord'Naturauyl was rather
taken aback, somewhat alarmed, not least
because as a general rule it isn't on a terribly
amicable note when someone rushes at yoo
screaming "Asian person!"
AsnngnedouUmyaccostefwasafriendof
Jen's, and a fellow Asian. Jen herself identi-
fies as being half-Asi-an or, Sino-Canc- a
-
. sian, depending on
ri ber mood. Herv i v lKOKKianOOIl friend LOy studies
at UCLA and ap--.
1 parendy was sincerely moved to seean Asian
person. Being from LA she no doubt finds the
relative lack of such people even on our so
diverse campus in this part of the country
consternating. Her outburst prompted me to
think about my being an "Asian person." and
as an extension, a "foreign Asian person."
(Jeez, isn't that, like, a double-negativ- e?)
v Mereuoncx this sernesterrve had hiends
remark in passing that I "don't seem like an
international student." Tell me then, what
does an international student seem like? Per-
haps we should have some sort of spiffy
gadget to measure one's compatibility with
the typical mternational student, Itwould prob-
ably measure how shell-shock- ed one looks
when confronted with such quintesscntially
American phenomena as non--Japanese cars.
bad soap opera, mononucleosis etc
Admittedly, reactions to my being not from
leaviriSWwBoleSn they've found out. once
a little funny to me. It smelled. quTfiifhmiJyriMrigTtbou
likeabut rale ofcrap. Perhaps weshould have somewhere near where I live. Maybe yon mcyoiawooanus.scnumizmgiyiiorani
expected this though- -, maybe we didn't look
quitehard enough M our CoOege before com-
ing here. Maybe we should haveexpected the
Crap. ..i' - : " . -
Wbea I was a prospective student here, l
WOttKI fOO. 1 II OB OBCK WO WnTIlfiT H. - ! uaiuic j ua ieuui.ii4aji. ,.w,
Kevin Hunt is self-proclaim-ed Voice
x ' :ti t;-.;-- . " moor.
like, nearChina?" I mean, granted, Uis on that
side of the world, but
- And I really don't mind these. One does
afier all have to put up with some degree of
agenda: justwhatweneed. Hotbutton issues
are devisive by their very nature; only an
ideology can make a party useful in solving
governrnental problems. Sofar,theIndepen-rJenc- e
Party has produced as much consistent ,
ideology as we could expect from a party;
named after a controdiction in terms.
The idea that Perot and the bidependence
Fatty could be relevant to the potitical system
is held by av surprisingly large number of
rxople.niostofthem in Congress. It was the
Ainwwi k, TKmiomitm hn nes claimed . nxtivatinfrctor behind the kiss-fe- st confer- -
that theCubau were outtoget him. It may be ence in DaOaca thai Perot held, whereinhe
truer people keep expecting television to hadtheworU'slaigestgrorjptherapysessinmrcve7dMrtheyT Nevertheless. I dont . s for his own ego, a feat unparralleled ia the
timrsgoingtowork:nheydon'tlikeAor armalsof psychotherapy smcelfirstsaid
B.sothermustliUCr,brnorethaa a logical retell me about your mother. Repubhcans
fetw:bHdemskaiaL "If vou build . they and Democrats massaged him. remindingw ntM liMatha tfkt at HI .ljjrgjmjj ip- - UlaVGal ffalaww wvensav nuawa av ww
necessary because after all, he could act as a
"Kmg maker," able todecide whichof thereal
candidates gets the voas, These same people
tfifiivtTjeaPMiyciiiiclmthal
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ignorance on a daily basis. It does irk me,
though, when peook complement me on some-
thing or other on the sole basis of my being
from, you know, somewhere else. There was
once a transfer student named Chris living
opposite my room, who would occasionally
pop in with questions about the academic
srsteni. Oneday he asked toseean example of
a term paper. Perusing over one. he stopped to
exclaim. This is really goodl And you being
foreign and all" Yeah, I am, and amazingly
I took time to study your so very intricate
language. Praise God.
It works both ways. In First Year Seminar,
we were duly imbibed with notions of nasty
: stereorypes,oneofwhfchcoricerned the Asian
"model minority." Supposedly we're all quite
single-nunded- ry arid, itmust besaid, scientifi-
cally, brill ianuThisisof course nothelped by
the obligatory Asian geneticist or, at least, lab
technician, wekeep seeing onTV and movies.
Even my dad picked up on this one: '"Be
carefuL They're all going to think that yoo
must be really smart." Oh, dear4
So bow should we go about tins? I myself
do not make a big deal of being foreign, or
Asian. It's not important, personally, and ir-
relevant to what I da But never would I claim
to be indicative of all foreign, or Asian, stu-
dents. Neither would the rest of us feel par-
ticularly comfortable with the thought of my
representing them, I'm sure. .
Nevertheless, we should strike a line some-
where. Though I don't like the consequences,
positive or otherwise, of being singled out in
this manner. I do see the relevance of one's
heritage, of tuning the proverbial diverse, ,.
mutually enlightening people It is left to rhc .
individual, then, to make of the predicament
what be or she wishes, arid toothers, to be a
little more aware of that.
KokKianGokU Assistant EOtorcfOteWoitx.
The They're Coming to Take Me away Party
. . . . . s, j voter" another.k cccuraction.--,?wir ButnrnW;I'll let' rtwv'mthey're fed mup with inconsistent ideologies manner as wen,Hem's the bad news: despite a Democratic
evolution (BiQ Clinton) and a Republican
revolution (Newt Gingrich), we atiH have n
rational debt and corporate loopholes worth
hundreds of bil--
DMiomtnWoK tali. The ozone
layer has continued
to deteriorate, and
wfflcstcparonnd20S0IFCFCpToductic
MnvrinMhalt Tn Blair.Nebraska, this week
dent
that pass. After all,what inore can one expect mat maces me Kcpuoucan punj
fromabmkinairevclaimstobeamanof favor ofcutting ttnrx and then raises them on
the peopled Whether or not Juan Peron... the poor, that keeps "conservatives" from
excuse me, Ross Perot, kalends to use this bemg"oonservatkatists."andthaih
party for anotherpresidential bid is also met supporting both u
evant. The Imlependence Party isn't even on litically correct speach. But what has Ross
theballetmasinglestaieyet; iTsfartooearry Perot offered these voters m the way of loeol-t-o
to other words, he scare who they toss the Ainerkaopecp
What is interesting to examine are two only added yet another hot-but- on issue to the
a wonian who wanted tohaveanaoortion wa common assumptions: first, the Indcndence
held by the pc without ctiarge,nntillhey Party is many way a solution to rhe country's
could get a court order baming her Got problems; second, that it is iaany way rd-proceed- ure:
.the court order was obtained evant to the political system.yr, a doctor, who bad never eiJMiuiedTne first ctf
her wrote a letter titled "to whom it may bersof the Iriderndence Party. wt take it
very seriousty.and by Ross Perot, who takes
himself very seriously. The logic behind this
idea is that because the American people are
deterntining whether its a
Democrat or a Republican who wins in 96.
Says who? Let's remember that the only
reason why everyone keeps' licking Perot's
munentionables is mateverybody elseisdong
h. It's the same kind of guttless reaction by
Congress and the White House that keeps the
deficit up and lobbying reform down. The
public has been crying for a principled stand
on something, and I suspect that telling Perot
to go to Hefl would dojust fine. The benefits
would faroutweigh the losses: most members
of United We Stand America are warry of
Perot themselves. They just want politicians
who will play straight. Kow-towi- ng to a tin-p-ot
billionaire with delusions of relavencc is
hardly the way to do that.
; Could the Independence Party have a sig-nific- ant
impact upon the election, or a benefi-
cent influence upon American policy? Sure:
ifh finds acormstent and workable ideology,
distances itselffrom lobbyists (including Texas
frTtinmirM), and seta forth viable candidates
who don't froth at the mouth. That's exactly
whtteverypartynecdstodo. There'sareason
why voters are disenchanted,' and whoever
adresses those reasons, 1st. 2nd, or 3rd party,
will win the votes. Until then, however.
Perot's lalependence Party is sideshow at
best. Frankly, Td spend my money else-whe- re.
.
.
"
-
'
Bat WocksUVuwpoinU editorfor the
Voice.
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WCrV5 itofo Education andEntertainment onto theAir Waves
MARINA NOLAN
JULIE OUVERIO
WCWS, die nfio statioa at the
College of Wooster. has beea ia
operation since the 1920". Ia the
beginning. WCWS only broad-
casted a few boon a day. and coold
only be picked ap within a two or
three buikfing radius ofdie station's
headquarters. Ia 1992. the statioa
went through a mitjor ovr rtiaiil. ami
ever smce campus radio service has
gradually improved. The station
broadcasts wgtuwa hom a day.
The station's conent boors are 10
aja. to 2 aja. Monday through Hi-da- y,
and 8 aja. to 2 lb. on week-
ends. Throughout the week there is
aa ahennttive ainsic focus, and dar-
ing the weekend there is Specialty
Programming. The station's staff
consuls of four management posi-
tions, seven line staffmembers, and
60 staff members. There are cur-
rently thirty-fir-e people enrolled in
Radio Workshop dass for training
this semester.
Graig Meyer "96 is enjoying his
second year as the station's Pro-
gram Director. Before taking this
position he worked as the Music
Director. Meyerstys.Wcreyour
ntind alternative' not onlv because
we play alternative mask, but be-cao- se
we also try to be different
from other stations. We try to play
popular alternative and also intro-
duce new acts."
Wooster. like many other col-
leges, give air bme to unknown
bands to help then gain exposure.
Woocter is proud to have played
mask by such bands as Dinosaur
Jr., The Flaming Lips, Pavement,
and Sugar, before they went main-screa- m.
Meyer adds, "It's exciting
to influence what's going on in (be
music world. It's sort ofcod to see
the bands we've played become
wy)ffrn Biology
- bOOja Etady
iOperXTork at Pairj Hart
I foa'ffloofat br a joa fiat oorfa mmi pfao tjoa
--Mr. uir i loot at ilkt nor nrablf uVdah m ,
- jfaffo Asiati- c-
Jo.corcffhfd iect.flppf it thrrtomtaaoor--
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Schedule!
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anmstream. It's really driven me to
open my mind to new types of mu-
sk. .' .a lotofmy tastes havechanged
and that's good."
This September, in efforts to ex-
pand their "WKt horizons, and
expose themselves to fresh musical
acts, five WCWS staff members
traveled to New York Gty for the
College Mask Journal (CM7) Ma-
sk; Marathon, which is a national
radio convention. Meyer says. It
was a professional convention, and
that's a good example of how yon
can use coOege radio as a career
This convention was attended by
college radio students from a0 over
the country. They spent their time
surveying new music and seeing
many emerging bands perform live.
There is more to WCWS than just
music though. Unlike other col-
lege stations. WCWS offers an ex-
pansive range of educational pro-
gramming. Meyer com merits "As a
we're here toeducate students about
how one type of mass communica-tio-n
works, but we're also here to
educate our audience."
Every day the Associated Press
(AP) Newswire brings news into
the station. The Woridvision news
is broadcast three times a day; at
10:30 uk, 2 p-B- L, and 5 pja.
WCWS also offers daily public af-
fair shows which broadcast sports,
politics, arid campus events. These
shows are broadcast at 4:30 pm.
AS Wooster Forum events are broad-
casted too. There arePublic Service
Announcements available for cam-p- us
and community of gatuzanfww,
games are broadcast. Last week-
end, the first away game ever was
on the air. Yea, WCWS is notonly
a music source, but k is also an
informative tk to aews both on and
Blll
off campus.
Ian Cook 97. the station's Assis-tautftogramDirecto- r.has
been with .
the statioa for two years now. He
says, of working there. I really
wanted a radio show, I've always
wanted lobe on the radio.. It's been
Steve Sprigg 9 at the core of WCWS
The Features sectioncontinuesto
explore the study-abro- ad expert'
ence. This week, Jamie Christensen
'96 talks about his travels inAfrica,
wkUe studjint at the University of
Zimbabwe.
JAMIE CHSISTENSEN
-- If yon asked me a year ago if I
would ever hitchhike, ary answer
would have been, "No, too risky."
After spending four months in Zim-
babwe last Spring, my perspective
has changed. I spent almost every
weekend ofsty stay there thumbing
around touthf 1 aAfrica, taking what
probably aoiountedtoover lOQrides. .
Daring die week, I studied politics.
autare.andShonaatrheUiiiverxity
ofZimbabwe, bat sty heart always
longed for the weekend, and the
Quick rush of adrenaline that came
from the sightofbrake fights and the
arakipabMof theunkaown. Hitch- -;
hiking if a lost art.' a connection,
'with strangers, a journey to true
freedom, aa addiction.
I wEH never forget the first time I
hitchhiked. Itwasmy second week-
end in the country and some friends
aadldecJded tovisitQuaoyi caves,
a national park about fifty gules
north of our homes at Harare, the
capital ofZimnahwe. Wejookme
bos to the caves on a Friday after--
fcutj MiiniHj lm tit t& iitr
and setup our teoL The caves were ,
beautiful and we spent moat ofSat-- --
arday morning crawling op and
down the caverns, exploring. I bad
planned on taking the bos back to
ablastT.
Meyer adds, Tt's fun, your pro-
ducing something, yon have an out r
let to be creative and it helps yon
stay in tune with what's going on in
youth cufture outside of Wooster."
Together, Cook said Meyer recall
v
i m m --S m aZ-- i '
photo by bOiTkJILil
Harare, but when we arrived at the
busrarj,lrealizedihatlhadkfimy
camera back at the caves.
One of my friends, Andrew, vol-untee- red
to go back with me to find
it. Luckily, someone had cttscov
eredkm one of the caves, and ithad
rxea returned to the Parks and Wild-
life office. It was probably worth
more than what moat Zimbabweans
make fat three years, so I am still,
amazed that no one stole iL By the
time Andrew amfe! got back to the
bus stop, we had already missed the .
bos. There would not be another
one for thirty minrrtra. That's when
I snggfavd we hitchhike back 10
Harare 7:
And aQ things said and done, L
irnagiac we musthavekxked rather
sronned when the first track on the
road stopped to pick us up.
The ride back to Harare was won--;
derfuL Andrew and I lounged in the
.
back of a Mazda pickup while the
' sunlight shone brighdy on ns. As
' we drove through the Savannah, a
sandy landscape dottedwith gnaded
.
trees and briufa, we watched two
thondcrheads heaveand carkte with
rhwnVTandBghwgtfffrMtlit
to capture the sun. As dusk ap--
.
- proached, we Cjukdy surveyed the ,;
storm's pnondmg. pulsing, solitary
march, to the horizon. ;
After a while, I learned that there
. are three rales a hrtchhilrfr m south-- .
, eraAfiicashccklfblkTw.Fcriever
expea Cist anyone will give yoa a
ride. Second, find out where your
ride is going before yen accept or :
decline rheir offer. Third, offer, 10 .
some of the more estemming epi-
sodes at the station. Cook says,
"The people who call ia have a re-
ally fim time,.Jreally liked the guy
last year who offered us a pizza
every time weptayedasong ofhis."
- Meyer telU of a favorite incident
that occurred this fall at Scot Spirit
Day.He says. We were domgalive
remote broadcast and we got Ken
FlusqueCic, Dean of Students, and
Carolya Buxton, the Assistant Dean
of Students, to do a hula dance live
onthear." -
. WCWS's progranuaiag offers
anmrthing for evegyrw, yyjthr na-
tion is constantly working to ex-
pand their capabilities and improve
their broadcasts. Their goals for
second semester include lengthen-
ing rlmonikg hours, which win
increase their air time to twenty
hounaday. They also want tobegin
brnadnrffing hwthangames. When
asked what advice he had for new
listeners, Meyer said, "Tune in at
least twice during the week and have
an open mind. If yon dont like
alternative, listen on the weekends
to die specialty progranuning. Shop
around tin you find what yoo like."
pay for your ride even if yoa know
. they will accept no payment.' --
There are also three roles for a
driver in southern Africa who picks
tma hitchhiker. First, ifyou have to
pass the hitchhiker by, explain to
them why yoo can net give them a
ride. Drivers nsuaOy communicate
' through hand signals why they can
not pick you up. Second, offer to
buy your hitchhiker a drink if you
stop for gas. Third, give your hitcb-hik- W
your address so theycan come
'visit yoo.
- Much of the courtesy expressed
to me came from the fact that I was
traveling in a country where I was
afforded privilege and respect sim--1
pry because I was white. 1 was also
, an abnormality; few white peook
.
travel by hirhhiVing inAfrica. This
is prc4bly why many of my rides
took me to thek homes for dinner or
let me sleep on their floor for a
.
ght. - - :t
Not aHof my rides turned into
positive experiences. . My friend
TrevorandlwerepickedbyasnialL
Ktik man hi a compact Nissan on
our way .back cram the Bvumba
axxmtatas. The driver told as tha
his brother was going 10 Harare in
about an boor, and that he would
give us a ride if we did not mind
waiting at has family's farm, What
ensued was a visit to whatlconsider
to be one of the most racist and
sexist families ia existence. If we
had not beea thirty miles from any
form of civilization, Trevor and I
.
,. 0 please see AFRICA, page 7
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but advanre ft fisiaayane on
access iSaKffifinfinoaL ThifSsui&i&l
the case at most large or small colleges. The tdownside is that Woosters net is compara-
tively slow. Though some MAJOR changes
have occurred in the past year (Le. the en-- '
Global Internship
Programs
L
(
n
The Wooster Voice Feature
Online Musings of COWs in Cyberspace
HILARY A. TEYNOR x T
'
.,
: v-
-
-
- -
hfcwadars,themieri)etbabtquilous,fosay
the least Everywhereyou turn,hippeople are
sawQy tossing about words like, cyberspace,
"the w'ordine, and coundesschCT pieces
of techrio-jargo- n. -- 'And who can forget those
annoying ads featuring the little girl with the
English accent spouting profound, majestic
ffifnrnrtffl about fheTnfiprnMrion Snperiiigh- -
way-?:-
..- 7
Yon can't even read about the Internet
withcialiearingallofucutefigDTativelaiH
goage associated with traveling along some
sort ofmetaphorical road, with neat little exit
ramps, passing lanes, and road signs. ; The '
Internet is far from organized, though. ItisnV
even considered to be a single entity; how--";
ever, the breadth and depth of services one
can call from it is astounding. For instance, I!
use the Internet for quick correspondence :
using electronic mail (even though nothing'
can replace an old fashioned hand written
letter!). I also crawl around the World Wide
Web quite frequently. It is an excellent way
lo get news, information, and entertainment,-Th- e
Internet isn't for everyone, but for
those who use it, it can be a lot of fun. What
can be done on it? Wen, read on and find out
what other Internet junkie do. .--. ':
The CoCege Network' ; " "1"; : '
Troy Kozee98.aUNIXtrctmirian atACS.
has a lot to say about dw network on campus.
ThecoIkgenerwoikisfairryruce.CXW's
laigedTnicinptix!wayxtMitFihfinptwrXaigh'H,
" fiber optic Enes,eieo
to be made op. E&ernet ha fairly okitechaol- -
. ogy and pretty soon Internet resources will be
such that something faster than Ethernet wBl be
necessary. But, overall, I give the college net a
B. While the net is skm.evcryonehasaccessto
it and it is being updated.''
IRC (later-Rel- ay Chat) ,v "
A sophomore woman who chooses to re-m-ato
anonymous talks about broadening her --
cultural horizons on IRC 1 was going to go
to Croatia, so I began to talk on channel
Croatia on IRC On a channel whose focus is
a particular country, yon can encounter all
types cfpeopte interacting who are interested ?
--
-
--
---'mtbecultmiandorapart -
of
.
a." On channel Croatia
yon can find Croatiana
irigmother countries, refu-
gees from Croatia, and
people of all nationalities
interested in Croatia. I be
canform almost
instantfriendships.
gan learning the the rudK ' J ": i
inentsrjfCroatian granunar
-- and vocabulary over IRC in addition to get-
ting to know people better there. I then began , .
wruconeondenxwimsomepeopkthat ,
I met, and I even sent a package lo coe." v,-i- ;
Tt was an amazing support network--y- ou
can fbm almost instant friendships, and some
ofmy closest friends are on IRC Sometimes
yon miss the physical presence of human
yourself reaching out to toucn
wSsU iKc&eanrSur
it'ssocha source ofpsychological well being.
Yon get involved in a culture in a way yon
can't in textbooks because you're actually 4
interacting with people from othercunures. It
.
" ; is also a great way for
inffptfinwi mrdriiti q
get in touch with their t
cultures. IRC is much,
' less expensive thanphone
; calls, and they can speak --
theirnative language and ".
meet friends from home '
over IRC r
--UangERCiithisway
: is so wonderful because
, Jt creates a concern for '
ether countries. Ifekat
home thinkiag aboat
, .Croatia. Ita&edtoaome-- .
one from thecountry who .
' hadalraostbeenbitbya
"bomb that sailed right
over his head fat one of
tbeongomgbanles there.
'I Imagined that some-
thing like thatcould hap-- ,
- pen tome too. I felt like I"
was there, with him.
"There are tremendous educational oppor-
tunities on IRC I felt as if I was taking the
regular four classes at Wooster plus a course
in Croatian culture, language, and politics. It
was a combination of a lecture and lab. It is
.
addictive, though. I spent two to three hours
of the day on channel Croatia''
Capaecess
JohnTopping'98 says,! use the Iniernet to
download software, read computer geek in-
formation, oik on IRC (on the macintosh
channel mostly), and use capaecess. a freenet
based in my hometown of Washington, D.C
I gotaa account therebefore Ientered college.
I met the coolest guy in the world. Neal
; vv r - "- - Bozarth(heis67years
. .
.v . . , old), on capaecess af--
"Itwas an amazing
support network you
ter I posted a message
onabulletin board ser-
vice about Klingon
birds ofprey and their
cloaking devices.
He responded to my
'
: '
- message and we be-
gan to write back and
form. IattnaUygrttomeetwimhimandtalk
to him over one of my breaks, because we
both live kt the D.C area. Through the won-de- rs
ofcyberspace, in this environment, char--'
aanrHtirtofageandgendcr dissolve. Iwould
have definitely never gotten to know him as
well as I did if I did not meet him over the
Internet.''
v Topping attests to die enormous amount of
luW mat heavy Internet "use cad gobble up.
My life has been sucked away. I could have
conquered the world, solved the problems of
worldpeace,and figuredout tne grand unuiea
thewycrfrAvskbynwifhweren'tforthe
Internet.
Tatterr
, ; KarenEngto98 uses e-in-aO on the Internet
primarily to keep in touch with her friends at
home, she confesses that, "Last year I spent a
lotof time on chat boards or"talkers." It was
really interesting because you were meeting
people yon couldn't see and didn't know
arrything about. A lot of people were really
fake, yet others took the net too seriously and
expecWUtobelilx real life. We talked about
anything and everything religion, politics,
classes, but some people on there are really
sex-obsess- ed and get online to hit on people.
Those are the ones that reaHy bother me. I
srjerA an embarrassmgly largeanxjontofon --
oait,rIamatebusierthisyear.Friendson
the network just arent as good as real ones
ert .
It - .
1
. ...
'
i
i
i
. So that's some of what the Internet has to
offer; friends, fun; and vanished time.
-- i
.r--
;
f--
Hist6ric OvERHOpr House
Breakfast
1473 Bean Avenue, Wooster, OH 44691.
216-263-63-00 or 1-800-992- -0643
Located 2 blocks HorihcfLowry
'
" 10 offprime rate Nov. through April
-
Africa!
Page 7
continued from page 6
would have walked out of their house.
Then there were the simply bizarre hilcb-hiki-ng
experiences. On my way back from
Nyanga, a vacation spot for Zimbabweans, I
was picked up by a fairly hairy man from
Armenia. He drove atan average speed of110
MPH and was able to turn a four hour drive
into two. Drivers use the left side ofthe road
in Zimbabwe, but we spent so much time in
the passing lane, I thought I was back ia the
United States. The man, who's name I never
asked, also had a yippy little dog named
'Max' who would scurry tocirclesaround the
car,-- strategically placing himself under the
brake pad at the very moment our car was
about to hit an oncoming truck. -
Thedriver alsoshowed me his loaded 9MM
automatic pistol which he kept under his seat
"just in case" he ever needed to "take care of
business." Isaw'Max'aiidthedrWerinanice
cream parlor a few weeks later and nearly
fainted. )Icgr on the journal I kept of my
travels ia Africa, I was struck by one sentence
I wrote after describing my first ride out of
Chinoyi. I mused that while hitchhiking ia
often regarded as dangerous I had "learned
that taking risks is not necessarily risky, as
most things thatyon think are risky , really are
not." I think this is one of the freedoms
hitchhiking in Africa affords, but with that
said, I stiU hope I never see 'Max' again.
.
Blacks do hitchhike and the reason hitch-
hiking is so safe in Zimbabwe is because
everyone depends on it for transportatioa
r
ALUMNI CAREER
PANELS
10:30 aon. - 12.-0-0 noon
Saturday, September 30,
1995
LAW:Scheidel06
MEDICINE: Scheide 203
BUSINESS: Scheide 204
SGA Office Hours
Emily Durham, President:
Mon. 6.O0-8.-0- 0 pjn.
Cameron Flint, Vice President for
; S.adeiit Affairs:
TTh 7:00-8.-0- 0 pjn.
SteW Penrod,Vice President for
Academic Affairs:
. . . ... Toes. 1:00-3:0-0 pjn.
Hartanissue? Com in and
talk to us about UJ
PaseS
The Beatles
SALLY THELEN
Take a trip ia the
machine. "1964 The Tribute. The
British Iavasioa it back and k is
taking overWooster. Hailed by crit-
ics and Cass alike as the moat au-
thentic and endearing Beatks rib-utebandmtbewodd.yous- fesoreto
enjoy this nrnVjne mtrriral journey.
The Tribute was voted 1994's
Best Major Concert Act" by the
readers ofCampmsAaiviaa Today
magarav. They were also voted
'Contemporary Music Artists of Ihe
Year" by the National Association
for Campus Activities. They have
been rocking scores of local televi-
sion and ndio programs throoghout
the Vated States, Canada, Europe,
and Sooth America.
The Tribute has been abfe to pro-do-ce
an incredible recreation of the
.Beatles concert experience through
yearsofexhaustive ftstJiUt. Along
with Ihrinj the yean of the Beatles'
reign, they have practiced and stud-
ied every aspect of the anrhrnric
Beatles concert. Everything in-
cluding cotturaei, haircuts, stage
its. facial expressions.
unkmer crafted to form a
and sight caUy doubled by meorigi-aata- L
While the early Beatles played
shortened versions of their hits and
left the stage after 30-3-5 minwaes;
the amazing recreation includes
playing the songs to their entirety.
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Seamless Mutations Into Another
RECORD REVIEW- -
STEVE BOUGHTON
It's not often that yoa Gad a band
that actaaDy fives ap to its name.
Into Aaother has achieved precisely
this oa mear new album, Seemias.
They manage to mutate from one
pace and style of rock into another
several times oa this latest album.
Into Another owes a lot of their
complete sound to dxirbassist. Tony
Bona Bono backs ap Peter Moses
guitars oa the album and adds a
depth to the songs that moat groups
cant even get with an additional
guitarist. Into Another abo features
Richie Birkenhead oa vocals and
kicks off with '
Me," a high energy song with a
mg bass line and guitar that
explodes with the chorus. "Lock-
smiths A Lawyers picks up right
r.wrtas&ghdylessbassdrrvea
that the title bearers of the song
"ought to be aseless" in bis sfigbtry
TJLLTsaoAer driving
i very
are Back in
just Eke on the records.
Alistair Taylor, former President
of Apple Records for The Beatles,
was astounded by the musical and
visual likeness of"1964":The Trib- -'
ate. In amazement he stated, "The
resemblance was uncanny, it sent
shivers down my spine. It was just
like the boys. Never have I seen
another rjxxm go to such detailborn
again Beatles!" The Tribute is now
the only band in the world that has a
written agreement with Apple Corps
Limited allowing them to perform
their show anywhere in the world. "
- The Tribute performs songs re-
corded during The Beatks' touring
yeaoofl963-196o.TbeBeariesDd-ed
their performing days in 1966 won
their final concert at San Francisco's
.
SrpohiMa or PodgeTunnel, but with-o- nt
the heavily distorted and deathly
vocals.
The first of the style mutations
hits with "Getting Nowhere." and
except for the intrusion of the title
track, "Seem less." continues into
"Actual Size." These two tracks
blend the high energy refrains with
light, melodic verses. The guitars
are unmodified and are high and
sweet, while the bass lines are low
and funky. Birkenhead's vocals
become high and soft, providing an
effect much like that of Billy
Corgaa's croon, lead singer for
Smashing Pumpkins.
"Seem less" is. another ripping
song interjected in between the last
two, but without much teal bass and
slightly repetitive guitar rifCt that
start to irritate before longV ' -
Another transition ia style hits
vritii'Ta Wounded Wren." Here
a cascading melody dances lightly
around sliding bass. The volume
builds np for the refrain and the
drums pick up inventiveness, but
unlike the previous songs, this one
.
never tissues mso oistoruon guitar.
The vocals are even sweeter and
round the song oat well. .--- f til.
'
"After Birth" exits back to the
Business
Candlestick Park, The Tribute plays
up to ninety arintats of electrifying
songs from love ballads Eke"And I .
Love Her" tohigh enerjjbits such as
Twist and Shout." . .
The voices, unique guitar sound,
the look, arid ?any bemor have been
captivating campnt and night club .
audiences all across the country.
They have been featured o
nationally televised programs as :
Entertainment Tonight, PM Maga-
zine, CNN.ThellSArverwork.and ,.
The Nashville Network. The Tjrib
nte made a recent appearance at the .
Cleveland Flats.
This musical trip back ia time is
free and starts at 9&0 pju ia
McOaw Chapel tonight. Friday
September 29.
that make the refrains
andpowerfuL Ba ienhcad sings that
VrCes ia motion lend to stay that
way" wim asneeringvoice thatadds
to the effect of the guitar.
On "Regarding Earthlings" the
dranmierstBmiptstochange the flow
of das album with a sliding shuffle
beat. Repetitive vocals and a guitar
fine dsn ntst never scents to climax
make this the only transition oa the
album that doesn't really work out.
The tempo shifts agaia for "May
I" which does shake things np, un-
like "Regarding Earthlings."
Baioaihfadtingsaverydtlk ate part
with sparse guitar through most of
the song, leading into a strong cho-r- us
with thebass kicking in hardand
another clever lyric as be
"would yoa think me rhonghtlrss if
I thought lessofmyself from time to
timeTJ
The album closes with a bit of a
southern twang oa "The Way
Down," A folksy bass fine and extra
organ parts by Victor Axelrad add ,
the soutbera twist ia the first half of
the song, until the second half of the
song explodes into an aD out staler
ScotlandJFreedl
Gibson re-relea-ses
FILMREVTEW--
NAT LLSXILJJ INS
Mcl Gibson tries hard not to look
like a pretty boy.' When be has
control over the role he plays, Le.
when he is directing a film he stars
in.begoesontofhis way to erase his
dreamy hunk image. In his directo-
rial debut. Mam Without a Face, be
seemed to be saying between the
fines of the title, Tm notjust about
looks." sort ofEke the supermodels
ia shampoo commerciaLs who turn
to me camera and say "Don't hate
me because Tm beautiful." So Md
appeared before movie-goer- s and
critics playing a horribly disfigured
man and everybody applauded. ,
Ia the recently re-relea- sed
Bravthtart . a film mat originally '
hit theaters this past May. Gibson is
both behind and in frontof the cam-
era again. And again he tries to rid
his image ofany possible remnants
of the squeaky clean heartthrob. -
For their is nothing clean about
Bravthtart. lL is the true story of
William Wallace, a Scotsmen who
gush kings and oppressed pnwant
farmers. Ia Gibson'a rendering of
this man's life, Wallace (played of ,
course by Gibacc) is justastrapping
young man with nothing but love oa
his mind. That is until his life up-
rooted by the English who kxx and
plunder hispeaceful village(asonly
medieval English rulers can).
Wallace's parents and his one tree
love are slain, turning Wallace kno
a vengeful warmonger intent on ,
putting an end to the atrocitiesof the
Eng. "
Thus begins a three-ho-ur epic trU'
fog the tale ofWallace and his band
of loutish freedom fighters and their
aaiim-J3rid- s struggle topush the
English out of their homeland of
Scotland, "Go back to England tnd
tell 'era. Scotland is free." Wallace
says with a thick Scottish accent
after having impaled and di tcrnbow- -
,3?1
9 Li
epic tale ofbravura
eled several English sentries at one
of their Scottish outposts. This acme
marks the firstin anumber ofalarm-
ingly violent and gruesome battle
scenes in which beads are lopped
off. necks are sliced open, men are
gored through the abdomen with
spears. These numerous battle
scenes, however, are as elaborate
and expertly shotas theyare bloody.
" fit general, the film doesn't shy
away from ugliness. The impudent
and unruly men ofWallace's army.
Wallace included, look lire they
could afl use a good scrub down. At
times,youcan almost smell the body
odor wafting off the screen. Each of
them, too, spend a good portion of
the film nursing battle scars mat
would make most coroners vomit
But. thus is fife as apersecuted Scot
in the Middle Ages. -
They are nonetheless a lovable
bunch. When the English show up
for battle with their shiny helmets
and shields facing the raggedmen of
Wallace's troop, our men greet their
opponents by collectively mooning
them. By the end of the film, after
Wallace has almost freed Scotland .
Wallace is such a legend. His story
is inspiring and Gibson's direction
doesn't shortchange the audience of
the power it nottfs.
And Gibson has accomplished a
minor miracle of bis own. He has ,
achieved his first goal ofdiscarding --
his hunk image which he does by
apparently not bathing for a month
ami co-staring- witii people wholook '
.like professional wrestlers. As a
director, Gibson has succeeded as-wef- l.
When all thecards were down
attheendof tfaissunimerraveneart
proved to be the most meaty and
satisfying film of the season (true
thatitscompetition was notto fierceX
StiH.vAearf has quite a story to
tell and for those who f'Ttrd this,
little gem the first time, it's recent
re-rele-ase may just prove to be a '
good idea. y
rv r &y
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"Something to Talk About"
Alleged man-hat- er Callie Khouri updates Thelma and Louise
FILM REVIEW
KOKKIANGOH
Callie Khouri once wrote and di-
rected Thelma andLouise, endeared
herself to a generation of discon-
tented women, and subsequently
found herself labeled aMman-hater- .1
With Something toTalkAbout, writ-
ten by Khouri and directed by Lasse
Hallitrom, she almost infuriates the
very women to whom she appealed,
for in this movie no one's really that
bad, and no man's worth shooting.
The man-hat-er label was some-
what inappropos. ThelmaandLouue
wasn't as much of an all-men-should- -die
movie as it was a film in
which women needn't, and could
choose not to, rely on men, albeit
with somewhat extreme conse-
quences. Even in death, women
could be empowered, Khouri once
suggested.
Something to Talk About retains a
feminist theme, but one which is
more down to earth, practical even.
In a twist ofcharacter.Julia Roberts,
who plays to perfection one who is
atonce hopelessly beautiful and flus-
tered, is cast in the lead role as
Grace, a young woman whochances
upon her husband's unfaithfulness.
This is a cheeky, and ultimately
cleer-b6ve:'trrac1kliie-
C
but succumbs to insecurity. She has
California Cajun Orchestra to spice up Forum
NEWSSERVICES
The California Cajun Orchestra, a
popular music group that performs
to sell-outaudien- ces in the San Fran-
cisco Bay area, will give an after-
noon lecture-demonstrati- on and per-
form during an evening concert and
dance on Thursday, October 5.
The orchestra kicks the whole
event off with a lecture-demonstrati- on
at4 pjn. in Wishart Hall's Lean
a good idea of what she wants to do,
but goes about it strangely manic
and unconvinced. Her's is the pre-
dicament and actions ofmany women
today, who realize their situation and
are aware of the proper moves, but
who are hesitant, whether for fear of
family, society, even tradition.
Eddie (Dennis Quaid) is the
wrongdoer husband. Despite initial
denia- l- the"I can'tbelieve you think
I'd do that?!!" syndrome, typical of
unfaithful men who don't give their
spouses enough credi- t- he realizes
his mistake and wants to make up.
Robert Duvall in turn plays Grace's
father, a Southerner of traditional
uprightness. He too wishes for the
couple to make up, citing social good
and an imminent business deal of
his with Eddie's relations. He, prag-
matic and resolute to a fault, embod-
ies the other side ofGrace's troubles
with the male half.
The endearing Kyra Sedgwick is
Emma Rae, Grace's sister, who pro-
vides sassy comic relief (while no
man is shot, one is gleefully kneed in
the groin; no points for guessing who
assaults whom), while the maternal
role is filled by Gena Rowland, who is
as usual more than adapt Though
pivotal points in the story are formed
by Grace's relationships with the two
men, it is the women who color the
Onr. KhbuH dbe best when en vi-skni- ng
female interaction, and excels
LectureRoom. Then the concert and
dance featuring the orchestra will
start at 9 pjn. in the Lowry Student
Center Ballroom.
The California Cajun Orchestra
was the first Cajun band from out-si- de
Cajun country ever to be brought
in to perform at the Festivals
Acadiens,Louisiana'sbiggestCajun
music event, which is held each fall
in Lafayette, La. The orchestra was
awardedaMCajun Grammy" in 1993
Substance Abuse Awareness Week Schedule
October 1-- 6, 1995
Sponsored by the Substance Abuse Awareness Task Force
Suday, October 1, 1995
Lmt CmO A Sobering Look at AlcoMAbus 7KX)pjn McGaw Chapel
Monday, October 2, 1995
CaQ-I- a Radio Show with DJ Silver B 4:00-5:00p.- m, Lowry Pit
Taesday, October 3, 1995
Issue of DWU-Soberi- ng Truths 11:30-12:3- 0, Lowry Pit
Video on Substance Abuse 11:30-1:0- 0, Lowry Pit
Wednesday, October 4, 1995
Truths and Realities tk;' in the 90s 11:30-12:3- 0, Lowry Pit
Thursday, October 5, 1995
Bill Brown What Part ofNo Don't You Understand?
7:30pjn PEC
Friday, October t, 1995
Drunk Driving and COW Students liOOnoon, Lowry Pit
The Distractions, and Mocktails lfcOOpjn, Underground
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at Grace's sisterly banters with Emma
Rae and enxtion-wracix-d altercations
with her mother. .
Ultimately, the film loses its edge
to extraneous goings-o- n. Director
HallstrOm, who is understandably
quiet in the presence of script and
star, lets the film wander irretriev-
ably. The backdrop of Southern ar-
istocracy begins by lending the film
flavor and sincerity, men tapers off
to equestrian tedium. One can only
take so many cute scenes of horses.
Slowly we are let into Grace'ranx-iou- s
ponderings, too many times
only to be yanked away to almost
sitcom --esque picture-perfectio- n.
This is epitomized at the end when
Grace makes a momentous decision
to follow upon her childhood dreams
ofbemg a large-anim- al vet, and goes
to college. Abruptly we're on the
90210 set.
Nevertheless, the sentiment is
clear. In a time when too many flag-
ship feminist films involve psycho-kill- er
lesbians, Khouri has presented
a thoughtful, almost reassuring view
of feminism and sexual relations,
one of compromise and almost
karmic reconciliation, while retain-
ing a startlingly developed sense of
comedy. Grace ends up smarter,
tougher, quietly in control, but you
can' thelp feeling that she should've
driven off a cliff, at the end. Just for
fun, and old times.
in recognition of its contributions to
Cajun music, making it the only
non-Louisia-na band ever to receive
this honor from the Louisiana Cajun
French Music Association.
The orchestra's award-winni- ng
debut album. Not Lonesome Any
More, remains a favorite on Louisi-
ana radio stations that feature Cajun
music. It also continues to receive
nationwide airplay on many so-call- ed
"roots" radio broadcasts.
In addition to performing, the core
members of the group-- accordionist
Danny Poullard, fiddler Suzy Th-
ompson and guitarist Eric Thomps-
on- have taught at a number of
music and dance camps throughout
the United States, including at the
Augusta CajunCreole Week in
Elkins, West Virginia; The Festival
of American Fiddle Tunes in Port
Townsend, Washington; and the
Ashokan Southern Week in New
York State.
Nationally-recogniz- ed Cajun fid-
dler Tracy Schwartz will join the
orchestra for the Wooster appear-
ance. A resident of West Virginia,
Schwartz is a former member of the
New Lost City Ramblers.
Both events areopen to the public
and admission is free, but tickets are
required for the concert and dance.
They can be obtained at the Lowry
Center Information Desk.
Seemless
continued from page 8
with Birkenhead's unique, shouted
vocals and lots of distortion guitar.
The southern influence is eclipsed
as Into Another bring things to a
close on a strong note.
While all of the styles on the al-
bum are varied, they are all charac-
teristic of Into Another, and never
wander too far from what the band
knows best. The guitar is strong and
the bass is used to its fullest poten-
tial to create a very mature sound,
separating the band from many oth-
ers thatgetby on mimicry. Seemless
showcases a hard edge and a wealth
of talent to provide. some premium
listening.
EDUCATION
FOR THE
REAL WORLD
Graduate degree programs
(MA, Ph.D) in International
Affairs with an emphasis
on contemporary policy-releva- nt
issues.
Area and
Functional Fields:
Interamerican Studies
(including U.S.-Lati- n
American Relations)
European Studies
Post-Sovi- et Studies
Comparative Development
International Business
International Economics
International Health Policy
International Relations
Theory
International Security and
Conflict
Foreign Policy Analysis
Apply by February 1
for assistantships and other
financial aid.
North-Sout- h
........
Center
Students who are interested
in Interamerican issues are
particularly encouraged to
apply for North-Sout- h Center
Graduate Assistantships.
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
INTERNATIONAL STTIDIE
Admissions, Room 377
Coral Gables, FL 33124-301- 0
(305)284-417- 3
T T UNIVERSITY OF
JManooL,
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SAB
Box
Have a great weekend In
HoQywoo!
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
Join SAB, the Scot Band, and
the rest of campus as we
celebrate the beginning of
Homecoming Weekend at the
Scot Spirit Bonfire! The
festivities start at 7:00 PJVt near
the baseball field. Then, at 9:00.
check out "1964: The Tribute"
live on McGaw's stage! 1 These
guys will knock your socks off
with their authentic Beatles look
and sound!
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER
30... Don't miss all the
Homecoming festivities
beginning with the annual
Homecoming Parade! This year,
SAB welcomes special guests
The Buckeye Ramblin' Rods!
The parade gets under way at
12:30 P.M.
After thegame and the Scot Band
serenade, make sure to be in
Lowry Center Ballroom for the
Homecoming Wild Video
Dance Party The fun begins at
10:00! Seniors.you can pick
upyour senior recognition items
as you enter the dance!!
Also, at 7:30 and 10:00 P.M.,
you can watch all the charm and
magic of Chaplin, showing in
Mateer Auditorium for the little
price (found only in HoUywoo)
of SI!!
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 1.
Ring in. the month that means
changing leaves and Halloween
by watching His Girl Friday.
This classic flick will be shown
in Mateer at 7:30 PM. and, as
always, is absolutely free!
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER
4 Leave your books behind for
a while and bring your friends to
see The Gods Must Be Crazy
This video will be shown in the
Underground at 9:00 P.M., and
admission is free!
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5
Yet another awesome video
brought to you by
SAB ...tonight's feature is Drop
Zone, starring Wesley Snipes.
The entertainment gets under
way at 9:00 P.M. in the
Underground for the tiny
admission price of $.50.
I 114 1 k 1
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Men's Cross
Scot harriers show
DAVE WALKENHORST
Last Saturday's Wooster Invita-
tional Cross Country meet, which
was held on L.C. Bowles Golf
Course, proved to be a huge im-
provement over toe team's perfor-
mance in the Great Lakes College
Association meet of the previous
week. The Scots placed 8th out of
15 teams, defeating Muskingum,
Case Western, Columbus State.
Hiram, Ohio Wesleyan, Cuyahoga
Qxnm. College, and CapitaL Coach
Rice felt that "the team came into
the meet much more focuseLTbe
team was better prepared both men-
tally, and physically.'" As the sea-
son progresses. Rice feels that the
Fighting Scots "can come out and
surprise a lot of NCAC schools."
In Saturday's 8000 meter .Willie
Drexler '97 finished first for the
Scots (7th place, 26:40). Rice feels
that this race was the best collegiate
race that Drexler has ever run. "Any-
time you finish in the top ten at the
Wooster Invitational you have had
an outstanding performance,'' stated
Rice. Following Drexler were Josh
Baird '98 (24th, 27:23), Allyn
Peterson "99 (43rd, 28: 1 1), Brendan
McCabe '99 (52nd,28:24), Andrew
Dawson '99 (62nd, 28:39), Tony
Kanke '98 (66th. 28:44). Karl
Robillard 98 (87th, 29: 1 5), Philippe
Kozub '97 (89th. 29:16), Jason
Findley '97 (1 12th, 30KJ2), Aaron
Veith '99 (131st, 31:14), and Dave
Walkenhorst '99 (136th, 3135).
Miami at Florida State
Kansas at Colorado
Ohio State at Penn State
Northwestern at Michigan
Notre Dame at Washington
Tennessee at Arkansas
LSU at Florida
Texas A&M at Texas Tech.
N.C State at Alabama
Stanford at Arizona State
Wittenberg:
NAME;
Please place entries
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Country Getting Faster
improvement in Wooster Invite
I - MmM
Vhao by KOK KIAN COH
Freshman Andrew Dawson and junior Philippe Kozub compete la
Saturday's Wooster Invite
According lo Rice, "the Wooster
Invitational was our first test, and
we closed the gap between us and
other teams in the conference. We
need to make the jump to another
level, so in six weeks we can per-
form well at the Conference meet."
This Saturday, the Scots race the
Big Red of Denison. There has
always been a strong cross country
rivalry between Denison and
Wooster. and since both teams are
young, the rivalry should continue
to be interesting for the next few
years. The Scots' harriers are then
off for two weeks when they race at
Ohio Wesleyan in the All --Ohio
Championships on October 13.
Week 5
CIRCLE YOUR CHOICES
TIEBREAKER: Predict the score of the following game.
Wooster
EXTENSION
BOX:.
We Can't Lose to Wooster, Or Can We?
Wooster's Blacksheep Rugby defeats John Carroll 12-- 5
GARY VI CK
DARWIN KEITH-LUCA- S
The mighty Green Gators ofJohn
Carroll University lost to the
Wooster BlackSbeep rugby club on
Carroll' a home turf and on their
homecoming weekend, despite their
calls: "We can't lose to Wooster!"
The Sheep started off the match by
kicking off to Carroll and they put
the ball deep in Gator territory. Once
Cincinnati at Tampa
New York Jets at Buffalo
Pittsburgh at Jacksonville
Green Bay at Dallas
Washington at Philadelphia
Houston at Minnesota
Cleveland at Detroit
Indianapolis at Miami
Seattle at Oakland
Denver at New England
in the Voice drop box by 12 noon, Sat Oct. 7. J
Volleyball's Mixed Fortune
continued from page 12
in the third match, when they de-
feated Notre Dame 15-1- 3, 15-1- 0
and 15--0. The tournament also net-
ted some terrific individual perfor-
mances by Carrie Zuro97 and Sa-
rah Robertson 96. Against Grove
City. Zuro recorded a season high
17kill3 and29 digs, while Robertson
dealt out 36 assists.
The Lady Scots went on the road
to play both Muskingum and Wash-
ington and Jefferson at Muskingum
on Tuesday. The Lady Scots played
brilliantly versus Washington and
Jefferson, wearing them down in
four games. 13-1- 5. 15-1- 1. 15--9, 15--3.
Wooster was not as fortunate
against the home team Muskingum,
being overpowered in just two
games. 15--8. 15--4.
Last night. Wooster played host
to Otterbein and Baldwin-Walla- ce
the ball was in Gator territory, it did
not leave that half of the pitch (play-
ing field) until nearly the end of the
first half. The Sheep dominated
almost every aspect of this game en
route to a 12--5 victory over the not
so mighty Green Gators in the first
game of this fall season.
The Sheep scored their first try
when scrum half, Gary Vick '96,
got the ball out to fly half. Seon Won
'96, who then passed to winger Dar-
win Keith-Luca- s. Keith-Luc- as then
put the ball down in the try zone to
give the Sheep a 5--0 lead. Hooker
Spencer Harmon 96 converted the
kick stretching the lead to 7-- 0.
Carroll came back on a fluke play to
score their only try of the game. The
conversion kick was wide, ending
the first half 7-- 5. In the second half
the Sheep were back on the board, '
in a pair of non-conferen- ce games.
In the first match, Otterbein jumped
to a quick two game lead, but
Wooster fought back to win the next
two. However, the Lady Scots could
not maintain their momentum and
lost the last game to drop the match
3--2. In the second match, Wooster
jumped on Baldwin-Wallac- e
quickly winning the first two games
15--5 and 15--6. The Scots faltered in
the third and fourth games going
down to defeat 3-- 15 and 8-1-5. This
time the Scots were able to win the
crucial fifth game 15--5 to win the
match 3-- 2. This raises the Scots,
record to 10-1-3. On Monday,
Malone will be visiting, and on
Wednesday, the Lady Scots will be
travelling to Hiram. They will be
preparing for the NCACregular sea-
son, which gets underway the fol-
lowing week.
and putting the game away, when
Harmon found the try zone giving
the Sheep a 12--5 lead. The Sheep
defense held the remainder of the
game as the whistle sounded, and
the bagpipes roared giving the Sheep
their first victory of the year. Solid
performances were turned in by
rookies Lee Jamison, Nick Boeder,
and Colin Chiles. The scrum did not
lose much ground throughout the
match thanks to the Sheep props,
Dave otho" Nairn and Chris Wright.
The only dark moment came whea
Lock, Mark Webe, a graduate of the
college, had an unfortunate injury to
his knee. He will be missed greatly
and the club wishes him a speedy
and full recovery. The Sheep are 1
0 and face Denison, this homecom-
ing weekend. Game time is 2 pjn. at
the OARDC field.
Beat the Experts
Weeks 2 and 3
After weeks 2 and 3 in the Beat the Experts Contest, the Experts art
starting to falter. In week 2, John Finn led the way with a 15-- 4 record while
Peter James, Luke Zannoni, and Todd Lewis went 14-- 5. Mike Malmoo-Ber- g,
capitalizing on Finn's poor score prediction in the tie-break- er, posted
a 15--4 record gaining an entry in the sweepstakes drawing and receiving
one Expert Point for possessing the best record among contestants. Twe
other contestants gathered 14--5 records while four others all went 13--6.
In week 3, Zannoni led the Experts with a 13-- 7 record while Finn ant
James garnered 12--8 records. Lewis finished at 9-- 1 1. Todd Urban and Nick
DonateHi beat all four experts by posting 15--5 and 13-- 7 records, respec-
tively. Malmoo-Ber- g came close with a 13-- 7 record, but could not beat
Zannoni's tie-brea- ker score. Donatelli and Urban will both be entered ia
the sweepstakes drawings. For having the best contestant record, Urbaa
also gains one Expert Point creating a three-wa- y tie between Urban,
Donatelli, and Malmoo-Ber- g, all with one point. Three other contestants
had 1 1- -9 records, and one had a 7-- 13 record.
For the Experts, Finn and Zannoni each have overall records of 44-1-5
while James is 43-1-6 and Lewis is 38-2-2. Remember, entries for Beat the
Experts can be found only in the Voice. These entries must be placed in the
Voice drop-bo- x. next to the mailroom, by noon Saturday on the day the
games are played.
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Men&Soccer Fnves:IJiiable:to
Offensively; men's
JOE ALLEN
- The inHity to score goals his
bceninnnfoitnnatctrtndtascasQO,
for the Men's soccer team, costing i
the Scots their last three games.
September 19. the Scots lost a 2--1
overtime derision to Case Western, y
nnahle toreboond since. Last week,
the Scots lost an away game to
. Ashland University 1-- 0 on SatrsK r
day. Wednesday they lost 2--0 to
NCAC rival Allegheny (2-7- ).
Last Saturday against Ashland,
me Scots did not play as a team and
lost 1-- 0. The Scots usual midfield .
and defensive dominance was. not
present, as evidenced by their lack '
of baQ-contr- ol and Ashland's 20--5 .
shot advantage. The offense never
really established themselves, bat
did manage some breakaway op-
portunities which they proved on-ab- le
toconvert. Woostersimply did
not play well enough to win. ,
Wednesday afternoon, the Scots
returned to Dale Field to regroup
and get back on the wmningjrack.
Their opponent was NCAC rival
Allegheny College and the Scots
needed this victory to even their.
NCAC record to 1-- 1. The Scot's ,
inability to score plagued them. ,
Bandwagon
oiioc .i&9 Mil to taioiv liWsu
JAMES ICOLLER T -
nwas not longago matme ueve-lan- d
Indians were that laughing-
stock of both Major League Base-
ball and the city of Cleveland. On
many briskevenings the attendance
at Indians hcnegarnesbarely topped
4,000. To put that in perspective,
the average major league team drew
20,000-25,00- 0 per game. Minor
league teams often oatdraw 4,000. :
It seemed that the Indians had be-
come the permanent doormats of
the American League. The last time
they had reached the World Series
was 1954. forgettable to marry as
the year the Indian won a record
(that stands to this day) 111 games
but lost in the World Series.
Sine then Cleveland has had only
a handful of winning season, and v
even those were not good enough to
wm the pennant. The ongoingjoke
said due Cleveland was on a forty ?
Yrty ro-TMrHd- fag rff"rT T'" fan
were shunned not only across the
coimtry.butmuVirowncity. Other
nearby cities, such as Oiyhmati
benefited from the vacuum. ; creatV
ingtheBigRedMachmeofthe70s,
as well as a fan base that stretched
into the heart of Indian territory. "
Then things slowly began to
change. Ia the early 90s the Indians-mad- e
several wise craft choices,
afforded a team playing wiSle ball
in the hard ball league. Instead of
trading away the new prospects as
they had dcoe for tl past four de-
cades, thebootc3ce stepped bsng--
again; they ended trp losing 2--0.
Allegheny dominated the first 15
minutes of play b aggressively at-tacki- ng
the baUandfcxcmg Wooster
to play impatiently. --This period of
dominance included the first. Al-leghe- ny
goal with 37:43 left to play
mthefirsthalf. Theplay was setup
aftera fool called on sweeperAdam :Qiniettatriwtcirleftsideofthel8
yard box resulted in an Allegheny
direct kick. The kick bounced off
Woosters defensive wall towards
thecenterwhereHngoGutierrez.an
Allegheny midfielder scored. -
. Wooster had several opportuni-
ties m the next20 minmes botfailed
to score yet again. Senior forward
Bob Leonard was the Scots main
offensive weapon, bat Allegheny
defended very tightly and he was
unable to deliver quality shots.
Allegheny's second goal came with
14:17 to play in the first half. At -
legheny crossed a beautiful ball
through the penalty box which was
headed to the Ear post by midfielder
Matt Yanni past the diving Wooster
goalkeeper. John Retzloff 96V
Tbefirsthalfendedwith Wooster
down 2--0 duetoAQegheny'sswarm- -
ing defense. Wooster reversed this :
trend in the second half by creating
Grows Larger
- teifi su nt nawi) nssioVfu
ing the collective heads and took1
sorneasrrirL After the young play-
ers proved their worth in their first
year or two, they were signed to
long-ter- m contracts. Players such
as Albert Belle, Manny Ramirez'
and Sandy Alomar were given the
chance to shine with a certain fu-
ture. In 1994, the Indians were '
taken outofthe eastern division and :
away from traditional powerhouses
New York and Boston, due to re-aligrun- enL
They were placed in the
central division with the Chicago
White Sox as the only strong club.
The Indians were within two games
of first place last year when the'
players' strike ended the season for
the first time since 1909. Indians '
fans saw thisas a sign ofwhat just f-wa- s
not meant to be.
As everyone m the countryseems .
to know, good times are back in -- r.
Cleveland. The Indians are headed
torhepostseascowthebestrecord i
in baseball and arguably the most V
near capadty every 'iii The
Mighty Cas b returned to
Mrjdviae All if weH,r
Not so fast My math says lhat "
40,000 minus 4,000 is 36.000.-36,00- 0
more fans are comma; to
watch the Indians, donned wfca In-- '--
mans caps,jerseys and boxers; It is
cod to be aa Indian. I look on this
wfch disdain. These seat fillers are
rnostcertainlytKxIridiansfans.they
arenotdeservigctheword,,fan."
These are the same people who at-ten- ded
Reds games just a couple of
. scoring oppoft unities, but could not
capitalise. Sophomore defender .
AdanCornmand senior niklfidder
Eric Zaugg were instrumental in
many of the scoring opportunities. "
,Q3rnett(EstribatedtriebaU very well
i from the back, and Zaugg played
the lines masterfully ami bad beau-
tiful crosses that nearly set up at
least 3 Wooster goals. Unfortu-natel-y.
Wooster could not score de-
spite some blistering shots on Al-
legheny keeper Ken Cohen. Many
Woosterscpringopportufutiescarne
Eric Zaegg 9 looks for the ball as
years ago. They avoided the Indi-
ans as if mey had the plague.
Ipraise those long-ter- m fans who
sat in the rain at the old Cleveland
Municipal Stadium (granted the
opening of Jacobs Field aided the
resurgent pcpulatkmXfor those fans
should be given seats behind home
plate for game four of the World
Series. As any die bard Indians fan
would tell yoo. the Indians will only
need four games to mop up the
National League's sacrificial offer-
ing. For those of you who did not
have the time ofday for the Indians
as recent as three yean ago.1 do
offer you sound advice;.; Go. to a
teamwimalosingrecordandplenty
ofopen seats, such as theNew York
Meo, and go to every game while
mey are mercilessly slaughtered..
Sit there in the cold and wind and
cheer until one day mey too reach
the World Series. Or better yet, go
to a Wooster football game and
show your support for your school.
For one day, the football team wul
turn things around (yes, it w21 hap-
pen) and those true fins win be
snxithered bycberfairweaker fans
who love a winner. Go to a game
and enjoy; for that is what sports is
aQ about. 'y
Score
from direct kicks that they could not
convert into goals. Inability to score .
cost the Scots many games this sea-
son and must change for them to
haveany chance ofpost season play..
jV The Scots, now 4--5. pjry to
stop their on the road losing .Jreak
against NCAC rival Wittenberg on
Saturday and Marietta on Tuesday.
. The Scots will end their busy week
Thursday at home against Oberlin.
Hopefully, the Scots will rediscover
their offensive capabilities and start
filling in the win column.
by ERICRAKKEN
Alleghany defenders close In
Field Hockey
Lose Close
Match
KUNAL SINGH
The COW women's field hockey
team lost a very dose, well con-
tested game Saturday, against Ohio
Weskyan University.
.
They went
dcrwn 2--1. ma game which was truly
as close as me score suggests. The
first period went scoreless. Ohio
Weskyan finally went ahead with
3237 left in the second period on a
goal by Cathy Spritza. Thirteen
minutes later Lory Crowder in-
creased the gap. The Scots battled
hard and finally got back one with
1:11 left, on a play by Katie Doyle
The Scots in fact had 16 shots
ongoaIascornparedtol3forOWU.
The goaliescarneirpwUh8saves for
bom teams and OWU had 9 penalty
corners to Woosters 8. The Scots
werenotahtetocapitalizeon several
golden opportunities.
This result puts Wooster at 3-3--2
for me season with their next game
coming up Saturday.
This Week's
Scores
Mai's Soocer (4--5, NCAC 0--2)
Ashland 1. Wooster 0
Allegheny 2. Wooster 0
Women's Soocor (6-3-- 1. NCAC 0-- 1
2)
Wooster 1, Kalamazoo 0
Denison 3, Wooster 0(OT)
Volleyball (10-1-3. NCAC 0-- 0)
Crov City def. Wooster 3--1
Defiancs def. Wooster 3--2
Wooster def. Notre Done 3--0
Wooster def. Washington and
Jefferson 3--1
Muskingum def. Wooster 2--0
Otterbem def. Wooster 3-- 2
Wooster def. Baldwin-Walla-ce 3--2
Reld Hockey (3-3-- 2. NCAC: 2--2)
Ohio Weskyan Z Wooster 1
Cross Country
Wooster Invitations!:
Women 1st (tie) out of 11
Men 8th out of 15
MenU Blscksheep RFC (1-- 0)
Wooster 12, John Carroll 5 v
Women's Blscksheep RFC
Kenyon def Wooster (no soar
kept)
ODSflpOed by VOICE STAFF
Football
continued from page 12
has notbeenaproblem in thisweek's
practices. He went further stating
that although the numbers suggest
mainly offensive problems, the de-
fense needs to improve. "Where I
come from in coaching, defensive
excellence stands for more than what
we have been able to puton the field
so far." This weekend the Scots face
Denison and Barnes beliees the
defensive goal should be to control
the Denison attack." If the Scots can
accomplish this and the offense con-
tinues to improve, the chances of a
victory come Saturday are quite
good. On Saturday, bomecommg
festivities begin with the parade at
1230 followed by the kkkoff at
1:30 pjn.
Statistics
Stats
Wo 7 10 7 327
Oberlin 0 0 0 00
- First Omrtar
WOO-Bse- r 1 ion (Marty UckX 1:10
Serosa1 Qwrtsr
, .
WOO-T- O Many 23. 7:19
WOO-Goo- d 4 pass frost hM (Marty
kick). 1437
TMrdQnartar
WCO-EW4ran(Matykida- il:lt
Fsarth Qswrtsr
WOO-T- O Marty 30. 1O01
OBK
Ant 4owm 14 11
52196 333S
1S2 104
SI 69
Cooap-A- a 13-23--1 17-35--2
7-3- 7.4 S-3- 5J
5--2 3--1
S-- S5 5--30
TaSttOf 3344 2S:1S
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Scots Bring Home the Win
Wooster Football team pummel Obetlin 274)
LUKEZANNONI
Oberlm has tag been the kicking
bag of Ibe College ofWooster foot-
ball team. Saturday proved no dif-
ferent at the Scots claimed their
tenth consecutive win overthe Yeo-
men, 27-0-1 The offensive squad
showed signs of improvement, bat
had three turnovers in Oberiin terri-
tory in the first half. As for the
defense. Coach Jim Barnes com-
mented, "We controlled
OberIinbut we didn't dominate
them like I wish we would have."
In the firsthalf, the Scots marched
70 yards on five plays with Jeff
Elser 99 scoring from 1 yard out in
their first series. Brent Marty '96
added the extra point to quickly put
the Scots up 7-- 0. The major high-
light of this drive was the 46 yard
pass completion from Rich Judd '99
to Brandon Good '99 to pat the ball
on the 1 yard line. The next three
possessions saw the Scots drive to
the Oberiin 42, 36, and 49 yard lines
but all three drives ended with turn-
overs: an interception of Jadd, a
Ups andDowns
for Volleyban
JAMES KOLLER
The past week for the Lady Scots
volleyball team could be best de-
scribed as up-and-do- wn, going 2--3
in two round robin events. The
formats were different from most
matches Wooster has played so far
this year in that four of the five were
best of five games.
Last Saturday. Wooster played
host to Grove Cky. Defiance and
Notre Dame at the Timken Gymna-
sium, The Lady Sects could not
overcome an carry two game deficit
to Grove Cky. despite an impres-
sive third game. Grove Cry came
out on top 15-- 9. 15--1 1.8-1- 5 and 15--5.
Defiance lived up to its name in
the second match, refusing to yield
to a strong Wooster comeback from
two sets down to even the match up.
They held off the Scot rally to win
15--8, 15--3. 10-1- 5. 9-- 15 and 15-1- 1.
This marked improvement for the
Lady Sects was even more evident
please see VOLLEYBALL,
page 10
football;
tornorrow-Dcnioo- a (H) 1:30 p.m.
volleyball:
Oct. 3-Mal- one (H) 7 pja.
Oci 5-Hir- am (A) 6:30 p.m.
II I I
'
fumble by Eber. and a fumble by
John Graebing 96. However, the
defense held preventing the Yeo-
men from gaining even one first
down. On Woosters fifth posses-
sion, in the second Quarter, the of-
fense combined good running by
Eber with three long passes by Judd
to Good (25 yards) and Chris Bodle
98 (13 and 16 yards) to go a total of
64 yards before Marty converted on
a 23 yard field goal. With only 53
seconds to go in the second half,
Oberiin punted from their own 10
yard line, but only gained 16 yards.
The Scots were then able to march
26 yards finishing with a 4 yard TD
pass from Judd to Good. Marty
added the extra point to give the
Scots a 17--0 halftime lead.
The second half saw the Scots
offense started slowly. On their
third possession, the Scots were
forced to punt for the third straight
time, but Oberiin fumbled the balL
Wooster quickly cashed in on this
turnover when Judd threw to Tim
Gargasz 96 fora 19 yard gain to put
the ball on the Oberiin 4 yard line.
Women's Soccer Splits Week
Lady Scots KickKalamazoo, Falter to Denison
ERICA FRIEDMAN
The Lady Scot have began their
challenging week on a positive note.
This past Sunday they shutout the
challenger. Kalamazoo, 1-- 0. This
victory is particularly commendable
considering Kalamazoo had de-
feated the Lady Scott last year in a
crucial game to maintain a high rank.
Two of the only three seniors on
the Lady Scot team, worked together
to score in the close, competitive
game onSunday against Kalamazoo.
Melia Arnold 96 assisted Reagan
Turner 96 in leading the Lady Sects
to a 1-- 0 lead. This was Drencher's
fifth shutout of the season '
Last night, the Lady Scots man-
aged to control Denison through the
second half, ending regular time with
no score on either side. There were
many attempts on goal from both
sides, butnone successful. TheLady
Scots lost their usual intensity dur-
ing the two fifteen minute overtime
periods, allowing Denison to domi-
nate and son three goals. Wooster
was unable to match and lost 3--0.
The
men's soccer?
tonwrrow-Wjuecfcc- xg (A)4p.m.
Oct 3-Ma-rketa (A) 4 p.m.
Oci 5-Obe- rJin (H) A p.m.
The WoosiEa Voice -atSports
Eber men ran the baS ia and Marty ,
added the extra point to give the
Scots a24--0 lead. Midway through
the fourth quarter, the Scots added
another three points on a 30 yard'
field goal from Marty to finish the
.
scoring at 27-- 0. '
Judd had an imprtui ve debutasa
starting quarterback completing' 12
of 19 passes for 177 yards with 1
touchdown and 1 interception, but
did have problems holding onto the
baH Elser carried the ball 32 times
to gain 143 net yards and two TDs. .
Good led the receiving core with 71
yards and one touchdown on four
receptions. Defensively,Greg Lare .
97 once again led the team with 10
tackles. Shy Slaughter also made
some key plays including one inter-
ception. The defense also managed
five sacks which combined with
good pass coverage kept Oberiin
from managing to generate an ef-
fective passing game. '
Barnes rated that the offense must
hold onto the ball adding that this
please see FOOTBALL, page 11
Although this loss wasadisappoint--mea-t,
the Lady Scots have another
chance to get back on track in their
important game at Keayoa tomor-
row at Kenyon.
KrmW Cniteyple S. In eetfrm this
upcoming week i. Spg).
wotatLt's soccer;
tonxrrow-Kcnyo-:i (A) 1 p.m.
Oct, 4-Earl- ham (H) 430 pn.
cross country:
tomorrow-De- n ison (A.
iiiiii ii n i i n m m i .
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ErnDy Gorfca 99 on her way to finishing
JRemmmiig
Women's CC tiesfor
JULIE HECK
Ten teams, a bees nest, and
Kahuna: the womens cross coun-
try team had to overcome all these
things on their way to claiming a
piece of the title at Saturdays'
Wooster Invitational. The Scots
scored just 67 points to uc nation-
ally ranked Grove City for first,
while the other lea teams presented
no threat to Wooster s pack.
In the team race, Wooster and
Grove City were followed by
Baldwin Wallace with 89 points.
Denison with 156, and Oberiin with
157. Other NCAC finishes included
Case with 183 in seventh, Ohio
Wesleyan in eighth (190). and
1"
wpHc
vrsr
n,!Jl. key:
tomorrc --V- ....T cr .-- V) 1
Oct. 5-Or- iiri 10 3:.:
Friday, Septeisber 25, 195
pfeao by KOK WAN GOH
overall third oa Saturday
Fast -
title ai Wooster Invite
Wittenberg in ninth (194). The in-
dividual leader was Grove City's
Amy Mtzzone, whose time of 18:59
broke the course record of 19: 14 set
lastyearbyWcostergraduate, F-rnil-y
Moorefield. However, this years
course was slightly shortened.
A bees' nest found on the course
made a last minute re --routine
neccesary. Much p fhs delight of J
the nmncrs, thecourse wascut short A
by several meters. The real chat- -
lenge, then,was Kahuna. Kahuna is
a mountain. Actually, Kahuna is a
"very, very long hill which the
Wooster runners charged up fear-lessly.w- hik
the otheirunnen shrunk
back in dismay upon sighting it.
Call it a home course advantage.
Wooster's front pack of five led
theway tovictory. Emily Gorka
was once again the first Wooster
finisher, placing third in 19:22. and
Ellen Freeman 97 ran an outstand-
ing race to finish eighth in 1954.
.
They were closely followed by jun-
iors Julie Heck in 12th (20:01).
Michelle Poole in 20th (2036), and
Molly Mm in 24th (20:43). In a
field of 125 runners, strong races
were also run by Lesley Crossley in
65th. Beth Shell ia 71st, Megan
McCabe in74ih, and Alyssa Morse
in 80th. :;.;.
TbeScottraceagaiatcTOorrowat
Denison. but their next major chal-
lenge is in two weeks at the AH Ohio
meet. Ia 1994 they were the Divi-si-on
UI AD Ohio champions.. If the
Woo Invite isaay indication oftheir
abilities, they have a strong chance
of defending that tte. V .
Si
tc-";orr- o-
. en'i
